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Kripke's theoren on the embeddability of every Boolean algebra in a countably 
genera d one is provtd anew, supplemented by exact cardinality estimates and general- 
ized to equational an~ other classes of partially ordered structures. Similar extensiohs of 
the Gaifman-tlales Taeorem follow. The proofs use algebras of infinitary (,C,.to) fo;ma- 
las, and occasionally 1 ~vy's tl~eorem on X t formulas and the method of forcing. 
Introduction 
This work develops a method for embedding any given partially 
oidered structure (iv. particular, a Boolean algebra) in a structure of the 
same type wtlich is geaerated (using possibly infinitary meets and joins) 
by a given number of generators and shares many properties in common 
with the given structure. 
The basic construction can be described either in terms of infinitary 
( ~ ~) formulas (§ 1-4) or algebraically as the formation of a substruc- 
ture of a direct power ( § 20-21). It is analyzed so as to give cardinality 
estimates and other data, so that many natural questions (e.g, determine 
the power of the free <g-complete Boolean algebra or lattice on ~; gen- 
erators) are easily answered, and embedding theorems for lattices and 
Boolean algebras atisl~,ing distributive or other laws are obtained. 
Although a purely algebraic exposition of the results and proof', is 
possible, except for some results whose subject matter is partt~ top- 
algebraic (§ 12, § 27), such an expo,~i*.ion would be artificial a, ,he r res- 
* Some of the resvqs of this paper were announced in the Notices of the Am. Math. S'~c. 19 
(October 1972) ?p. A-713[714 (12T-E89).The paper waswritten at the Hebrew UJ.~versity 
of Jerusalem. 
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ent stage of study. Our work evolved :rom a study ofinfi :itary logic 
and this still seems the most naturaI ~ ay to present it, though the tech- 
niques used in the proofs underwent ~,;everal changes. 
The previously known results relat~:d to our subject (see [3.7, ! 2, 22 i, 
[ 8, § 191 and also ( 15, 2.31 ), all of which deal mainly with co untably 
ge~;erated Boolean algebras, were ior the most part discovered, or 
elegantly proved, by working with the Scott~--Solovay versio~a of Cohen's 
torcing method [201. In § 25-26 we show the close relation between 
the Boolean atgebras which our approach gives and those to which 
forcing considerations lead. It seems however, that at least our results 
concerning partially-ordered structures other than Boolean algebras are 
r, ot directly accessible by current published methods. 
The most important single idea which we owe to previous work, 
besides the basic results of Gaifman-Hales and Kripke, is the following 
observation, which goes back to Rasiowa and Sikorski at lea~t in the 
case of finitary languages (cf. [18, Ch. VI, § 10-11 ] ): 
In the Lindenbaum algebra of a theory wh¢ ,'e each formula ha,~ only 
finitely many free variables, the equivalence class of (Vu) (q~(u)) is the 
meet of tile equi calence classes of the substitution i stances q~(u), v E V, 
where I/is the ilfinite set of all free variables. A dual statement holds 
for existential formulas (3u) (~b(u)). This observation was used to prove 
the completeness of the predicate calculus. 
So much for relations with previous work. We now sketch the con- 
tents of the present work in more detail: Chapter I (§ 1--18) concen- 
trates on Boolean algebras (B.a.'s) (without distributive laws) at~d 
Chapter II treats the extension to partially ordered structures and some 
spec'~al topics. The starting point is a pair of well-known theorems on 
B.a.'s: The Gaifman-Hales theorem states that there are arbitrarily 
large countably generated B.a.'s, and Kripke's embedding theorem 
states that (moreover) every B.a. has a complete mbedding in some 
countably generated one. 
In § 1-4 we prove both these theorems. Short proofs have been 
given in the past, but the present new proofs are particularly suited for 
giviag more detailed and more general information about embeddings. 
The main tools are Boolean-valued models and B.a.'s of tormulas in the 
infinitary language _oo, w . (A reader who wants to know only the basic 
idea~ of the work is advised to read § 1-4 and the first half of Ch. II.) 
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In § 5 an analysis of the proofs is given, and the rest of Ch. 1 (except § 11 
which is partly expository and tollows Gaifman's paper about infinite 
Boolean polynomials, and § 18 to which we return below) is devoted to 
three main topics. 
(a) § 6-10 deal with problems of cardinality and complexity of gen- 
eration in connection with countably generated B.a.'s and embeddings 
in them. 
(b) § 12--14 give theorems about derivability in infinitary languases, 
which are syntactical counterparts of (the Gaifman-Ha~es and) Kripke's 
theorem, and deduce new theorems about embeddings of free B.a.'s on 
aany generators in free B.a.'s c ;a ~0 generators. 
(c) § 15-16 generalize most of the results of (a), (b) from S0 gener- 
ators to ~a generators for arbitrary ~, 
A subsidiary topic (§ 17 and elsewhere) is the determination f the 
maximal number of disjoht elements in free B.a.'s. 
To give a better idea of the zubject-matter we quote here some of 
the main results. Notations are mostly self-explanatory but are also de- 
fined in the Preliminaries below. For simplicity assume that K is a regu- 
lar cardinal. ~<~ = Zv<~ ~ 
O~ 
( 1 ) The powers of infinite (< ~,  <K)-generated B.a.'s are just all 
infinite cardinals ~, <~ S<K Every B.a. whose power is ~< t~ <K (and no 
Ot 
other B.a.~ can be compler.ely embedded in a (< S, ,  <~:)-generated B.a. 
of the same power. [In §9 -10  similar, somewhat less conclusive, 
results about complete countably generated B.a.'s are given. An exact 
characterization f the n3a-strongly-Mahlo p wers of such B.a.'s is 
mentioned and partly proved in §9. The proof is completed in [251 .] 
(2) If X < ~<" then ff'"~'(X) (the free <a complete B.a. on X genera- 
tors) has a <g-complete embedding in cy<K (~a)" 
(3) ff<~ (~a) has power ~<~¢, and contains 2<~ , but not more, dis- 
joint .lements. 
A somewhat surprising point about the development in Ch.l is the 
basic role (in § 1-4) of the predicate language, since in a metamathz-- 
matical treatment of B.a.'s one might expect he language of qeo!¢an 
terms (i.e., the propositional language) to suffice. In § 18 we ~,ow that 
one can indeed get the previous results without going beyond the pro- 
positional language, the key idea being the use of a theorem of ,~. Ldvy 
about Z; I formulas of set theory. However, when one thinks of f "rther 
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developments, he two approaches (of § 1 -4  and of § 18) are seen to be 
non-equivalent. The first leads to the results of Ch. 11, which are only 
partly accessible by the second. The second is noi yet thoroughly ex- 
~;~lored, but it has already led to a large body of refinements of  the 
Ga!fman-t!ales theorem (see 1261 ). 
Abo-~t he contents of Ch. II we shall only say here that it shows how 
the main embedding results about B.a.'s carry over to other classes of 
partially-ordered structures, among them all equational classes. In some 
cases (pseudo-Boolean lgebras for example) the results about free B.a.'s 
generalize too. The connection with forcing and the preservation of dis- 
tributive laws in the embeddings are also treated. For more details the 
opening paragraphs of Ch. II should be consulted. The concluding sec- 
tion (§27) contains a brief list of some algebraic problems and areas of 
research suggested by the work, and also gives an example of an appli- 
cation of our results to logic and set theory. 
An elementz~y knowledge of set theory, first-order logic, Boolean 
algebras and pa tially ordered sets suffices for following the arguments, 
except at a fe~ points (§ 18, §25--27) where we assume somewhat more 
than could co~:veniently be explained in the text:, and give detailed ref- 
erences instead. 
This paper is the first (main) part of the author's Ph.D. thesis, pre- 
pared at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem under the direction of 
Professor Haim Gaifman. I am greatly indebted to him for his interest 
in the work, encouragement, suggestions and criticisms and for the con- 
siderable amount of time he spent on my work. I am also indebted to 
M~nachem Magidor and Saharon Shelah for their contributions to § 17 
(which are described there) and for many interesting conversations. 
F'reliminaries 
(A) Set theory. We assume an elementar~ acquaintance wi~h set 
theory, including the axiom of foundation which allows proofs by 
induction and definitions by recursion on the E-relation. =, ~*, V, 3 
are sometimes used as abbreviations for English expressions, but this 
use of V, 3 is avoided when the predicate-language (with 7, A, V,-*, ~ ,  
V, 5 as basic or defined logical constants) is under discussion. Our set- 
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theoretic notations are for the most part standard. A set a is transitive 
when (Vx ~ a) (x c a). a,/3, 7, 6 (possibly with sub- or superscripts) 
always denote ordinals° and k,/ .  m, n natural numbers. ~ < ~ iff a ~/L 
to is the set of natural numbers. If a is a set of ordinals we let sup a = Ua 
(the qrst ordinal :~  for each a ~ A) and Sup a = sup~/ I  (0t + 1). For any 
sets a, b 
a ~ b= {xEa lxq~b)  ; 
TC(a) = the smallest ransitive set x such that x -~ a. 
dom(f) is the domain of  the function f, f "  a --- ( f (x)  I x ~ a) and 
f l'~ is the restriction of f  to a. 
ab. . .  z )  
a' b'  2' 
is the function with domain (a, b ..... z ) such that a ~ a', b ~, b', etc. 
If r is a set-theoretic term and ¢ a set-theoretic formula then (r(x) t ~(x)) 
is the function with domain {x I ¢(x)} that maps each x to r(x). We let 
(a. b) = (a. b, c) = etc. 
. ab '  abc  
Cardinals are initial ordinals. ~0 = co. ~, ;~, ~t always denote infinite 
cardinals ~ 's), while u varies on all cardinals. The cardinality (~-ower) 
o fx  is d,~noted by Ixl. ITC(x)I is called the hereditary cardinality of.v. 
H(~:) = (x t ITC(x)I < ~:). : is the first cardinal >u. A limit cardinal is 
one of the form t~,  where a is a limit ordinal (a = Us > 0). The co- 
finality cf(a) is defined as the smallest f3 such that for some f :  f3 -, oL, 
= sup(range(f)). If lll < cf(~:) and lail < r for each i ~ I, then 
tlJi~ ! ait < to. ~ is called regular when cf(t¢) = ~:, otherwise singular. 
(B) Boolean algebras. The operations of a Boolean alge!-,,, (B.a.)q~ 
are denoted by -I, ^, v (usually a superscript q3 is added). By definition 
a -~ b=~:~av ~ b, a<~ ~ b i f fav  -~ b=b.  
If A c q~ then A~A is the meet (g.l.b.) of  A in ~,  if such e>:ists. Simi- 
larly V ~ A is the ]oin of A. Subalgebras are often identified with their 
underlying sets. A <tc-subalgebra of q3 is a subalgebra e such ~hat for 
a l lX~ e,  iflXI < t¢ and x is the meet or join o fX  inC~, thenx  ,~ (3. 
We allow also ~: = 00 (a <o*-subalgebra is usually called a complete sub-. 
algebra). 
: : ¸ ¸ : :4  
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A <r-homomorphism h : ~!  -~ c~2 is a homomorphism that pre- 
serves meets and joins (existing in c~, ) of  less than K elements. A <~-  
homomorphism is called a complete homomorphism, A l - 1 homo- 
morphism is called an embedding, c~ is said to be <K-complete if every 
X ~7 ~ of power <K has a meet and a join in ~.  q~ is ¢¥~mplete when it 
is <~-complete. The three "<K" qoncepls are uninteresiin~z fnr singular 
K, beck'use then "<K" implies "<K +'' as~sumingCB (q~!) is <~:-,:omplete. 
l fA gq0 and K is regular or K = ~,,, we let [A l <~ be the smallest <K-sub. 
algebra of qo that contains A. For singular t: we put IA 1 ~K = Ux<~ |A 1 ~x" 
(this equation is also true for regular K > ~0), and thus avoid the trivili- 
zation of our results for singalar cardinals. There are reasons to regard 
the above definition as natural (even though IA ]q~ is not always a <K- 
subalgebra of ~ when x is singular) and it fits well with our theorems. 
If q~ = [A ] <K we say that A generates cB in the <K-sense (including 
K = oo in which case we simply say: A generates qfl). cB is (u,<v,).gener. 
ated when some A c qo of power u gcnerates'qfl in the <K-sense. The 
definitions of (~<~ <K)-generated and (<u, <K; generated are obtained 
by replacing "pov ert)" by "power ~u (<u)". When K = 0o we say simply 
that qfl is u(<v, < ~,)-generated. 98 is eountabl)'-generate,~ when it is ~< ~0" 
generated. It is e,sy to see that a <t<0-generated B.a. is finite. On th~ 
other hand, S0-generated B.a.'s may be surprisingly large and rich in 
~ti'ucture, as the following two basic theorems (which will be proved 
below) show. 
Gaifman-Hales Theorem [3, 7, 22]. TheJe are c~sttntab(v generated B.a. 's 
of arbitrarily large powers. 
Kripke's embedding theorem [ 12]. Every B.a. 98 has a complete m- 
bedding m a countably-generated B.a.C. 
We assume some standard construction of the normal completion of  
a B.a. (e.g., completion by cuts), such that if q~' is the narmal comple- 
tion of q~ then q~' i~ a complete B.a. and qfl is a dense subalgebra of  ~ '  
(that is, (Vx ~ q~') [x ~ 0 =~ (3y ~ q~) (0 < y < x)] ). It follows that 
qo i ~, a regular subalgebra of q~', i.e., the inclusion embedding qfl c _ ~ '  
is complete. Also, q~ generates qfl' in the <*,,-sense, bec..use if x ~" q6' 
then x = V (y ~ qfl I Y ~< x }. Therefore, if qfl is countably generated, so 
is -"B', hence the countably generated B.a.'s mentioned in the above 
theorems may be taken as complete B.a.'s. 
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CHAPTER I 
ON COUNTABLY GENERATED BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
§ 1. A new proof of the Gaifman-Hales theorem 
This section will show that the Gaifman-Hales theorem is an almost 
immedia,e consequence of some very basic facts concerning the infini- 
tary language ~o.,,o. The idea of the proof, in more developed forms, 
underlies much of the present work. 
Consider the language o with one binary predicate -<. For any set 
A let £ (A) be obtained from 2 by adding a name ~ for each a ~ A. 
A model M for £~' consists of ~, domain of individuals A ~ 0 (usually 
denoted by M) and a binary rclation .<m on it. We agr~'e that for a ~ M, 
is automatically interpreted as a. 
Atomic formulas of  ~°(A) are of the form t -< t', where each of t and 
t' is a term of ~(A) ,  i.e., a variable or a name of an element of A. We 
take the variables to be ttc~, 0 for all ordinals t~, but only the u ' s  are 
bindable by quantifiers. Formulas of £? o(A) (or /~.0~ if A = 0) a:e 
constructed by the following rules. 
! .1. ( 1 ) Every atomic formula is a formula; 
(2) if q~ is a formula then -I~ is a formula; 
(3) i fX  is a set of formulas, then AX and VX are formulas; 
(4) if ~ is a formula and u ~: bindable variable, then ('qu)q~ alld 
(3u)~ are formulas. 
^, v, ~,  *-, are defined in terms of"l,  A, V as usual. ~(~' ) deno'.es 
the result of substituting the term t for the free occurrences ,~f the 
variable w in the formula ¢. When w is o0, we shall write simv,y ¢(t). 
If f is a function from a set of  variables into A, we let ¢[f l  be the 
formula resulting from # by replacing all free occurrences of each 
w ~ dom(f)  by the name of f (w) .  
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In a model M a truth-value isassigned to each Z.,.,(M) sentence in 
the natural way (taking ~ -< ~2 as true or false according asa~ .<M a2 
of not). M ~ ¢ means that ¢ is (an ~° ,(M)-sentence) true in M. 
M != ~bLf] means accordingly that ¢[f] is tree in gl and is read "'¢~ is 
satis;'ied in M by the assignment f " .  
Deline by recursion on a :he ,%rmula ~r = rt(o o), 
r (v 0 )=(Vu) (u -<o 0 --, ~<V ~(u))^ A (~u)(u-< v0A~(u)) ,  
where u = u (so that u is net bound in ro for any ~< a). It is obvious 
by induction on a that ifM is a linearly ordered model, a ~ M, then 
M = rr(a) iffa occupies the uth place in .<M In particular, let <a be 
the natural ordering of the ordinal ~. Then a < 5, ~ ~:/~, implies 
Given two Z? ,-formulas ¢, if, we say that ~ logically implies ~, and 
write (temporaril/) ¢ & ~0, when for every model M and assignment f 
with values in M (defined at least for the free variables of¢ and of if), 
M ~ ¢[f] implies M ~ ~b[f]. Thus, the above ~¢hows that for o~ ~/3, 
7r ~ 71"~3. 
In preparation for the construction of a Boolean algebra, we list the 
following properties of ~., using ¢, X, ~b, it, o as syntactical variables 
with the obvious ranges, and letting X vary on arbitrary sets of .P  - 
formulas (in general, we have defined ~ only as a relation between 
~°,  o -formulas, i.e., formulas that do not contain names ~). In reading 
~.2 keep in mind the definition of a B.a. as a complemented distributive 
lattice. 
1.2.(1) 
C2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
~ ¢ (reflexivity); 
i f¢~ X and X~ 4, then ¢L- ff (transitivity); 
if ¢ ~ X, then AX * ¢p (lower bound); 
i f¢ -L ~k for all ff ~ X, then ¢ ~. AX (greatest lower bound); 
if ~ ~ X, then q~ ~. VX (upper bound); 
if ff ~ ¢ for all ~k ~ X, then VX ~ ¢ (least upper bound) 
0 A (X V ~k) "7 (¢ ^  X) V (~ ^  ~) (distributivity); 
~/, 7¢ ~ ~b and ~ ~ ¢ v -1¢ (compiementation). 
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1.3. (1) (Vu) ($)~, $(u); 
(2) if ~ ,  ~b(ou) and o is neither free in ~ nor in ~b, then ~b ~, (Vu) (~b); 
(3) $(u) ~ (3u) (~); 
(4) if ff(~) .~ ¢ with o as in (2), then (3u) (~b) ~ ~. 
Now let t¢ be an infinite cardiral, and let T be the set of all Z?o ~- 
formulas ~ such that: 
(a) 0 has all its bound variab!es among (% t a < to), and A, V are 
applied only to sets of  less than ~c formulas in the formation of ~; 
(b) the set of  free variables e f~ is a finite subset of {o n i n < w}.  
Clearly T is a set of formulas~, closed under 7,  ^, v and containing 7r 
for a < K. Now {($, ~) I ~, ~b ~ T, ~ ,,X ~b } (where -. ,~ ~b is short for 
x ~b and ~b x ¢) is an equivalence relation, =, on T. Denote by [q~] the 
~-equivalence lass of ¢, for $ ~-" T, and let (T / - )  = ([¢1 t ¢ ~ T).  
By !.2, T/= - can clearly be considered as a B.a. q~, such that for all 
¢, ff ~ T the following hold (note that i fAX or VX E T then X c T): 
(~) l$l ~ 1¢~1 iff$ ~ 4; 
(11) 17¢~1 = 7 ~ lff]; 
(III, ~ i f¢  = AX then [q~] = A×~ x IX], and dually for VX. 
' 12 Now let ~ = (Vu) (~' ~ T). Then ~ (On) ~ T for each n < co. By 1.3, 
x ¢'(vnu ). If X ~ T and X --, ¢ (on) for each n, then choosing n so that 
o n is free neither in X nor t~ (which is possible because X and ~ ha~e 
only finitely many free variables), we get × ~. ~ by 1.3. in terms of the 
B.a. q~ this means: 
(IV) i f~ (Vu)  (¢') then [¢] A ~ , u = = n [q~ (on)] , and dually for (3u) (~'). 
1.4. Definition. The depth d((~) of a formula ~ is defined recursively: 
(1) d(O) = 0 i f¢  is atomic; 
(2) d(¢) = d(~b) + 1 i f~ = 7ff  or t~ = (Vu) (~b) or q~ = (3u) (4); 
(3) d(¢) = Sup,~x d(~b) (= sup~x (d(ff) + 1)) if~b =A Y 9r q~ = VX. 
Note tilat i f¢  = (Vu) (~') or ~ = (3u) (~') then d(~) = d((~'(~ ~) 4 1, 
because substitution preserves depth (t may be any term). 
Let B = {[~11 bE  T, d(~)=ct) .  Then qo = OaB~. By (1)-( IV) every 
element of B~, is obtained, ift~ > 0, from elements of U~<Ba by 7 m, 
A S or V ~. Hence q~ is generated by B 0 = ([¢~] I ¢~ ~ T, ~ atomic ' = 
( Iv m < o n ] I m, n < ~) .  Thus q~ is countably generated, and contains 
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the t¢ different elements [ I r  1, a < g (lbr a */3 --, r t  % ~r a). Since t¢ is 
arbitrary, this proves the Gaifman-Hales theorem. 
It is useful to note that the proof could be carried out under other 
choices of  the relation *.  One might take ¢ * ~ to mean that ~ -* g, is 
BoOean valid, i.e., is provab!e in one of the standard proof systems tbr 
~ ~. Fhis relation will occ,py a central phce in later sectZms. Another 
possibility is to choose x first, and then to let ~ ~. ¢/mean that ¢ -* ff is 
valid (holds under all assignments) in the model (to, < ). Again 1.2 and 
1.3 hold and the B.a. qO can be defined just as be/ore. Since 7r ('~) A rra('~) 
(7< to) is true in (to,< K) iffc, =/3=7, it is clear that ifa,/3<K,c~ ~/3, 
then [~r a] and [lr~] are disjoint non-zero elements of q~ (for tile last 
choice of-~), so that q~ contains tc disjoint elements. Actually [~r,~], 
a < K are pairwise disjoint tbr the previous choices of-~ as well, but we 
shall not dwell on this here. 
§2. From ordinal; to arbitrary sets 
In § 1 we have seen how in a model ¢6, <~, ) each element ~ < 6 is 
definable by a certain (infinitary) formula l r  (%), The same situation 
appears in models of the form (A, Ea ) where A is a transitive set (=~ 0). 
Each x ~ A can be "pinpointed" in such a model by a formula 7r x (v 0 ). 
Of course the same property of  "~ jpo in tw ise  definability" is enjoyed 
by any extensional well-founded model (being isomorphic to a transitive 
~-model). In defining the tbrmula~  rr x , which we call localing (or pin- 
pointing) formulas, we shall denote the binary predicate cf the language 
by 'e' instead o f '  -<'. 
2.1. I)efinition. Define the tbrmula n x by c-recursion on x: 
% (%)=(Vu) (uev  0 ~ V %(u) )^ 
) '~-X  " 
A A (3u) (ucv  0 A rr .OzD, 
y~x " 
where u is the first bindable variable not bound in Try for any y E x 
(A simple induction shows that this variable is u = Urang(x ) where 
rank(x) ~is tile z-rank o fx ,  defined by rank(x) = SupvEx rank(y).) 
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Putting x = a, and writing -< for e, we come back to the ~r~ of  § I. 
2.2. l.emma, I rA  is transitive, then for all x and all a c A, 
~A, c a ) ~ 7r x(~) i/l" x = a. 
The proof, by c-induction on y, is left to the reader. 
it follows that the formulas tt x are pairwise incomparable in the sense 
that x :~ y implies 7r x ep rt>., wl:ere -~ is either logical implication o~- 
implication in (A, c A ) for any transitive set A containing x, because 
then (A, c A ) = Or x ^ ']71"y ) [ ~] if>' 4: X. Or x and "/ry are even mutually 
contradictory i fx  4: y.) 
§ 3. Boolean models and independent sentences 
We have seen how to find, in the language based on one binary 
predicate , a proper class of pairwise non-logically equivalent formulas 
0r,~(v 0) for all a). It is just as easy to find non-equivalent sentences, for 
instance (:lu) (rr (u)) (u = u l) for allt~. Indeed i fa  </3, 8 =~+ 1, then 
~/i, <6 ) = (:tuc,÷l) (lr~(u~+l)) ;' -1(3u~+~) 0ra(u~+l)). But if we add a 
unary predicate P to the language o,  we can go one step forward, and 
find a proper class of  ~o.., -sentences that are totally independent in
the sense that in suitable models each subset of  the class can realize 
any given distribution of tnlth values. 
So let L be the language with the predicates e and P. (The adaption 
of the syntactic and semantic notions of  § 1 to this new language is 
obvious.) If we were allowed to use names, we could offer the sentences 
/~(~') (all x) as an example of totally independent sentences. But since, 
in transitive E-models, each x can be pinpointed by 7r x , we can do 
without names, replacing P(3:) by Ox = (3u) Orx(U) A P(u) ~ (or by 
(Vu) (~rx (u) ~ P(u)); here u =//rank(x)+l ' SO that u is not bound in rrz ). 
3.1. l.emma. Let U be a set. Then there is a model, 01 fact a ,=nsitive 
~=-model, for 1~, in which Px is true for x c U and false for x q~ U. 
Proof. Let A be a transitive non-empty set, A _3 U. Consider the 'nodel 
M = (A, E4. U) (i.e., P is interpreted by L0. Then, by the property of  
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rr x as a locating formula fo rx  in transitive ~-models, we get: M~ Px iff 
for some a ~ A, M ~ ~r x(h) A P(~) iff for some a 6 A, a = x and a ~ U 
i f fx E U. [] 
For the proof of Kripke's embedding theorem v~e shall want to know 
the inder:endence of the Ox "s in a stronger, Boolean, sense, 
Let °B be a complete B.a. The idea of'B-valued model~is to regard 
¢B as the domain of truth values, with 1 ~ corresponding to complete 
truth and other members of cB to various extents of truth (and false- 
hood). Given a set A, a q~-valued n-place relation on A is just a function 
R : A n ~ 93. R((a i I i < n)) is the extent o which/a i I i < n) falls under 
R. When ¢B is taken as the two-element B.a. {0 < 1 }, which we denote 
by ], 93 -valued relations are just characteristic functions of ordinary 
relations. 
A 93-valued model M t'or ~ is a non-empty set (domain of individuals) 
A together with t ~¢o 93-valued relations eM and pM on A, i.e., e M : A 2 ~ qf, 
pM: A -~ 9~. The~ each .~,~,~(A )-sentence .isassigned a value in 93 in the 
following way: 
3.2. (1) Jl,~ e bh M = am(a, b), ItP(~)It M = pM(aL ( a, b E A ): 
(2) II(ktl~t = "3~lt~llm if~b = "qff; 
(3) llq~ll,~t =A~ x II~bll g i f¢  = AX,  dually for VX;  
(4) II(bll~4 = Aa~ A II~k(u)llM if~b = (Vu)  (~b), dually for (3u) (~b). 
The domaiJz of individuals is usually denoted by M too. If it is a 
transitive set, and en(a, b) = 1 ~ ira ~ b, 0 R i ra g b (for a, b ~ M), we 
call M a CB-valued transitive z-model. Ordinary models are also called 
two-va~.ued and stand in a 1 -o 1 correspol~dence with 2"-valued models. 
3.3. Lelnma. Let  M be a 93-vahwd transitive E-model. x a set and a ~. M. 
TheJ, 
[1 ~ i fa  =x,  
Ilrx(a)ltM = 0 ~ i f a~x.  
This is prow d by ~-induction on x, just as in the corresponding 
proof for two-valued models. Indeed only i `8 and 0 ~ figure as truth 
values in the proof. 
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3.4. Theorem. Let cB be a complete Boolean algebra, and I a function 
intoq6 . Then there is a qO-vahted model M such that I1# x II M = l(x) jbr 
all x ~ dora(/) (and ttp x 11M = 0 for x q~ dorn(/)). Here we have 
[ x = (~11} (~x( l l )  A P(11)) (lt = ltrank(x)+ I ), and rr x as defined in 2.1. 
Proof. Let A be a transitive non- ;mpty set; A D_ dora(1), and consider 
the qO-valued model M = (A, E ~:, pro) where, for a, b E A, 
{1 ~ i fa~ b, tl(a) 
~g(a, b) = 0q ~ otherwise, pM(a) = [0 q~ 
Then, lor any x, 
IlPx II M = V v (llrtx (D)IIM ^  n llP(~)l!M). 
By Lemma 3.3, 
lip x It M = V~a (IIP(a)IlM I a E A, a = x} , 
hence 
[0 '" i fx  g A or x ~ A -'- dom(/), 
IlPxtIM = {l(x) i fx  ~ dom(/). '~ 
if a ~ dem(I), 
otherwise. 
3.5. Remark. Theorem 3.4 is the Boolean generalization of Lemrr a 3.1, 
and gives the independence of the Px'S in the Boolean sense. 
§4. A proof of Kripke's embedding theorem 
Let ~0 be a B.a. (which we shall embed in a countably generated 
one), and let q~l be its normal completion. Using Theorem 3.4 with 
q~ as q~l and I any function such that q~0 c__ range(/) c__ cB,, we obtain 
a model M for Z? (the language with e and P) in which e' ery b ~ cB 0 is 
the value of some _o** -sentence. Define the set T of formulas a~ ira the 
paragraph following 1.3, choosing r large enough so that: 
(*) Each b ~ c~ 0 has the form II~ll M for some sentence ¢ ~ T. 
Define the relation ~, between ~o** -formulas by: ¢ * ~ iff ~ implies 
,/J inM, i.e., lkb[f]ll M <'~1 II~k[f] II M for all ass ignmentsf intoM It is 
easy to check that 1.2 and 1.3 hold for this -~ (for 1.3, a lemma about 
the effect of substitution, which'has already been used implicitly several 
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times, is needed). The main reason for choosing this relation ~, is that 
for Z?-sentences ¢, ~b we get 
~*  ff iff II¢tlM~ Iiffll M, 
hence 
~,  ~ iff II¢IIA~ = I1~11,~ t . 
l)t~rine now the relation ~7 on T, the equivalence classes i¢] (¢ ~ 73 
and th ~. "algebra of tbrmulas" qf, just as in § I, and prove (1)-(IV) stated 
there again. Deduce that q~ is generated by 
{[¢]1¢E T,d(¢)=0} ={[v m~o n]lm.ll<~}U{P(~,)ln<~}, 
hence is countably generated. 
Let S= {¢E T I t~ i~ a sentence, 11011M~ o  }. By (*), q0 0 = {ll~il M I~S} 
and we know that for ¢,ff E S [¢1 = [ffl i f f~-~ ~ iffll~ll M = I1~11M. 
Hence the equation F(II¢II M) = [¢1 (¢ ~ S) defines a (single-valued) 1 - t 
function F: q~0 ~ q3. S is closed under 1, A, v and, for ~ c~ S, 
F("I limb IM) = F( II'-I¢ll M) = [q¢] = -I[~b], 
so that F preset es -1 and similarly ^ , v. We shall show that F is a com- 
plete embeddin, of q00 in q~ by proving that it preserves meets (and, 
dually,joins). Let A c.C_ ~0,  a = A~%A. Since q30 = {IRbll M I ~E S}, 
there exist ¢ ~ S, X c_. S such that a = 11~11M and A = {11~1! M I ~ ~ X). 
q~0 is a regular subalgebra of q31 , soa = A'~A, hence I1~11M =a = tlAXII M 
~though maybe AX ~ T), and thus ¢ ~ AX ~ (9. To show that F(a) = 
A~(F "A) we have to sl]ow that [0] = A ~ ' X  [~bl. Clearly if ~k ~ X, then 
[¢1 ~< [~k] because ¢ ~ ~k. Now sui~pose that X ~ Tand 1×1 ~< [~k] for all 
~b ~ X Then X ~ ~k for all ~k ~ X, hence X ~ AX, but/XX z, ¢~ so × ~ ~, 
i.e., [X] ~ [0]. Therefore [~! is the greatest lower bound in q~ of  
([~lt ~x}.  [] 
(Notice that the proof used 1.2 tbr formulas one of which is AX, 
which need not be an element of T.) 
;:¢e have embedded cB 0 completely in the countably generated B.a. 
cB, proving Kripke's embedding theorem. 
Perhaps the proof seems based on a trick, but when one analyzes the 
general principles involved in it, one sees that no ingenuity is required 
once a few general simple facts are observed. The main point, besides 
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ideas of § 1, may roughJy be stated thus: In any Boolean model, the 
algebra of  truth values has a complete mbedding in an algebra of form- 
ulas, which takes every truth value to the sentences of  which it is the 
value. 
§ 5. Analysis of the proofs 
The previous ections have sho ~ a the utility of certain general meth- 
ods for the construction of B.a'J. Here we want to formulate t~e con- 
struction of "algebras of  formulas" (which goes back to Lindenbaum 
and Tarski) in a way which covers its previous as well as forthcoming 
applications in this work, and to reformulate the theorems of Gai fman-  
Hales and Kripke in a more detailed form which will be useful for several 
purposes. We also take the opportunity to hint at the constructive con- 
tents of the results by a suitable restriction of the methods of proof, 
but this will be studied elsewhere and here the reader is advised to ob- 
serve only that the Axiom of Cl~,oice (AC) is not used and everything is
done in ZF. 
First let us describe the infinitary predicate-language in a more com- 
prehensive way than in § I. Call the symbols R n (any n < ¢o and any i) 
n-ary predicates, and the symbols O r, n-ary operation symbols (when 
n = 0 they give rise to constants). (The predicate < or e is identi qed 
with R~ and P with R 1 , say.) We also let u i, o i be a bindable and an 
tmbindable variable for any i (not only an ordinal as in § 1 ), and for 
any a we have a name a. These symbols are combined as usual to give 
terms and atomic formulas, and then 1.1 defines arbitrary formtlas~ In 
general we follow the syntactica! notations and terminology of §1 -4 .  
A language ,~ is a set of  relation - and operation - symbols. For a 
given language Z? and set A, those terms and formulas whose nonlogical 
symbols are in ~o u {a I a ~ A } are called Z'(A)-terms (at,~rnic-formulas) 
and ,*o**JA)-formulas, or simply -O-terms, -o®~-formuias when 4 :-- 0. 
When wc talk of formulas, sentences etc., without qualificatiors, ~lo 
restrictions on the non-logical symbols are assumed. The s~. antical 
notions connected with models and Boolean models for a language Z? 
are assumed known (cf. 3.2). Operation symbols are interpreted in
Boolean models as in two-valued models, l fM  is a two-valued n,odel 
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and ¢, ~O are Z?o~,,(M)-formulas, we say that ~ implies ~b in M when for 
every (suitable) assignment f into M, M ~ ¢[f] implies M ~ ~b[fl • The 
analogous notion for q~-valued models defined in §4 (for any complete 
B.a. c'g3~ called there q3~). The relation "implies in M ~' (where M is any 
model or Boolean model for o )  satisfies 1.2 and 1.3 lbr all _o.~.~(M). 
forrr~alas (and all variables :~ = u~, v = oj). Moreover. clauses ( 1 ), ~3) of  
1.3 ,:a~, be strengthened to: 
where t is any .~(M)-term in which no bindable variable is free. 
We shall now formulate the principle of construction of  algebras of  
formula in a qt ' z  general way. 
5.1. Theorem. Assumptions: (a) Z is a set o f  unbindable var&bles. 
([3) T is a non-empty set of  formulas and: 
(1) if~,~b~ T, then qq~, ~ ^  ~k, ¢ v (., ~ T; 
(2) i f  "7 ~ ~ 1" then ~ ~ T; i fAX  ~ T or VX  ~- T, then X ~ T; 
i f  (Vu) ((o E T) or (3u) ~' ~ T), then cb'(ut E T for all v E Z; 7r . ~)  z 
(3) i f  ~ ~ T, hen some v ~ Z is not free #l ~p. 
('y) * is a relatio t on T, and satisfies 1.2 and 1.3 for eh'ments o f  T 
(Le., when the Jbrtlmlas on both sides of'-~ are assumed to be in T) with 
v #t 1.3 restricted to Z. 
Conclnsion: There is a unique B.a. q$ whose elements are the classes 
[~] (~b ~ T) o fan  equivalence relation on T, such that ]br all (p, d/ E T 
the lbllowing hold: 
(I) [~] -<.q~ [if] i f f  ¢ * ~b, attd [~b] --[ff] i l f  q~ ~ ~ * ¢; 
(II) i f~b = -1~, then [~] = 7~[~];  
(II1) i f  q~ = AX, then (X c T and) [~] = Ax~ x [X]; dually •r  VX; 
,u  1; (IV) i f  c~ = (Vu) (q~') then (dp'(u) ~ T for all o ~ Z and) [~1 = ^ ,,~z 1~ (o)~ 
dually for (3u) (eft). 
This B a. q~ is generated (in the <oo sense) by ([¢]1~ ~ T, ep atomic}. 
Proof: Left to the rezder (see § 1). [] 
~5.2. Remark. (1) q0 is uniquely determined by T and * ,  so we shal! 
sometimes denote it as T/&. Conversely, T and z, may be retrieved 
from ~,  
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(2) Usually 5.1 will be used !orZ  = {o n i n E w }, as in § 1, §4. There 
a set T satisfying assumption (/3) has been defined by means of cardinal- 
ity conditions. We shall soon describe a more constructive and "eco- 
nomical" procedure for finding T (5.4). 
(3) Let Z be a set of  unbindable variables, X a set of atomic formulas. 
By a~ algebra of formulas over Z and X we mean a B a. of the form 
T/-~ where T and *-* satisfy (15) and (~,) of 5.1 ar, d {b ~ T 1 b is atomic) ~ X 
5.3. Definition. The set Sub(b) cf  sttbformulas of  b is defined recursively 
by: 
(1) Sub(b) = {b) if b is atomic; 
(2) Sub(b) = {b} u Sub(~) if~b = "l~k; 
(3) Sub(b) = {b} u U~ x Sub(~) i fAX or VX; 
(4) Sub(b) = {b} u Sub(~k) i fb  = (Vu) (~) or (-3u) (~k). 
The set Sub*(b) of subformulas in the Z-sense of b, where Z is any 
set of terms, is deflned in the same way, except that (4) is replaced by: 
(4*) Sub*(b) = {b} u Ut~zSub*(~(~) ) i fb  = (Vu) (if) or (:lu) (~b). 
In other words, ~ ~ Sub*(b) iff there is a sequence <~bk I k < n> 
(n ~> 0) such that ~'0 = b, Sn = Lp and for each k < n, Sk = -1 $k+1, or 
~k = AX or VX where ~k+t ~ X, or ~b k = (Vu) (X) or (:lu) (X) where 
$k+l = X(~) for some t~ Z. 
In 5.4 the notion of Sub* is used to construct sets T satisfying (/3) 
of 5.1, and the reader should note that only the case J = {A ~ Z I A is 
finite } will be used here. 
5.4. Theorem. Let Z be an (infinite) set o f  unbindable variables, J a 
proper ideal o f  subsets o f  Z inchtding all f inite subsets ("proper" means 
Z q~ J). Let. Yo be a non-empty set o f  formulas such that for all b ~ Yo, 
(v ~ Z I v i.~ free in b } E J. Put Y = Oc, eroSUb*(b) (Sub* in the Z-sense), 
T= closure of  Y under -1, ^ , v. Then 5.1(/3) holds for 7/. and .~.reover 
{rE  Z I v is free in b} E J foral l  b~ T. 
Proof(outl ined).  First show 5.1(15)(2) for Y instead of T, and d~:uuce 
(15)(1), (15)(2) for T. Next show {v~ Z I v is free in b} ~ J for all ¢ ~ Y, 
and extend this to all b ~ T. Since Z ~ J ,  (15)(3) follows. I:1 
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Here is a strong version of the Gaifman-Hales theorem (in ZF). 
5.5. Theorem. Let I2 be an inj~nite set, and denote: 
Z = {vNIN~},  X0= {VMeVNIM.NE~}.  
For an3, act A an algebra ~ = T/~ o f  ybnnulas over Z and X o can be 
Jbu~.zd, such that for all x ~ A, N E [2, r¢ x (o N) E T (see Definitlon 2.1 
ybr lr x), and for each N E 12, {[rr x(O~v) ] Ix  ~ A) is a family o f  non-zero 
pairwise-disjoint, hence distinct, elements o f  q3. 
Thus cB is generated by a set o f  the form {b x Ix E [2X [2}. and there 
e.rist 1 - 1 functions from A into q~. 
Proof. We may assume that A :g 0. Let 
Y0 = {Trx(ON)IXEA. NE~) ,  Y= U Sub*(0) 
0~ Y0 
(Sub* in the Z-sens, ) and T = closure of Y under -I, A, v. By 5.4 (with 
J the ideal of finite ~ubsets of Z) T satisfies 5.1 (/3). 5.1 (a) is obvious. 
Also, it is easy to s e that for ¢ ~ T, {v I v is free in ~ } ~ J (cf. the 
proof of 5.4), hep.ce {¢ ~ T I ¢ is atomic } c_ X0" Put D = TC(A), and 
let ~ z~ ~k mean that ¢, imp:ies ff in the model (D, ~z~>. Then 5.1(3,) 
holds and so °d = T/~ is an algebra ef  formulas over Z and X 0 , genvr- 
ated by {b x Ix ~ [2X~2} where 
[[v~1 ev N] il'(%t e VN)E T, 
b(M'N) = ~ 0 '~ otherwise. 
To complete the proof we need only show that for any N e ~,  
([~rx (V~v)] I x ~- A) is a family of  non-zero disjoint elements of q3. This 
is so because ~rx(v N) is satisfiable in (D, ~D) forx ~ A, but % (V,v) p., 7ry(v N) 
is not if.v 4: y, as is clear from 2.2. [] 
5.6. Remark. When I2 = w we get the usual Gaifman-Hales theorem. 
But 5.5 says more because in ZF without AC, ~2XI2 need not have an 
infinite countable subset when ~2 is infinite. It is interesting that all 
known proofs of the Gaifman-Hales theorem give generators indexed 
by pairs (at least), or use pairing functions on co. ! suspect hat this 
use of pairs is essential, and one way of expressing this (not the only 
one) is by the following. 
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5.7. Conjecture. The fol lowing stai ement is independent of  ZF: 
For any infinite set ~2 and any set A, there is a B.a. ~ generated by 
aset o f  the form {b x t x E ~2 } and a 1-1J i4nction F : A -* q& 
(See note ( 1 ) on p. 427.) 
We now give the analogous form of Kripke's embedding theorem. 
5.8. Theorem. Let $2 be an infintte set. and denote 
Z={VNiNE~) ,  X I={VMeVNIM,  NE~2)u{P(ON) INE~} 
For any B.a. ~o  and function Io into q~o' there is an algebra q~ = T/*  
o f  Jbrmula,~, over Z and XI. such that {Px I x e dom( l  O) } c_ T (see 
Theorem 3 4 for  Px )' and a complete mbedding F of  ~o  in q~ such 
that ]or each x ~ dom( l  0 ), F(Io(x)) = [Px ]" 
Proof. Without loss of generality 1o is onto q00. Let 
Y0 = {P~ix~d°m( l  0 ) t ,  Y = U Sub*(~) 
~ Yo 
and T =clcsure of Y under -q, ^ , v. Then 5. l(e), (~) hold and {~ ~ T I 
atomic)  :~ X l . Now proceed to define q~l,M, ~,, q~ = T/~, and F as 
in §4, choosing M (by 3.4) so that il~ x II M -- to(X) for all x ~ dom(I0). 
Since I o is onto q~o, (*) of §4 is satisfied, and the properties of q~ ,rod 
F mentioned in §4 can be proved. The definition of F implies that 
f ( lo(x))  -" !:(11o~ f,M) = [Px ] for x ~ dom(l  0 ), which completes the 
proof. E' 
5.9. Corollaly. Let ~2 be an infinite set. Every B.a. has a complete 
embedding in st,me Ba. generated by a set o f  the form 
t 
{b x t - ' e  £X,.Q } u {b x Ix  e 9.,}. 
Next note that if~2 is infinite and ~ l  obtained from it by omitt,ng 
one element, then ~2 × ~2 has a subset which is the disjoint unio,~ of 
~ l  x~l  and a copy of~21 . Therefore the corollary entails the ~ullov:ing. 
5.10. Corollary. Let I2 be an infinite set. Every B.a. q~o has a conwlete 
embedding in a B.a. q~ generated by a set o f  the form {b x i x ~ ~2; ~2}. 
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In contrast o the proof of  5.8 and 5.9, the proof of  5.10 depends on 
an arbitrary choice - the choice of an element from ~ (to get 121 ). It 
is interesting to know whether (and in what sense) the choice is essen- 
tial, but we shall not discuss this here. 
Tl~ere are several independence problems analogous to 5.7 which 
arise i~' relation to 5. I0. For instance, is the stalement obtahled from 
5.10 by replacing " f /g  ~2" by "I2" actually stronger than the or, e con- 
sidered in 5.7 relative to ZF? Of cou*se, both are theorems of  ZFC. 
From here onward we return to work in full ZFC. 
§6. Towards quantitative forms of the theorems 
The theorems formulated up to now have been "qualitative" in the 
sense that they asserted the existence of (~0'  <'~)'generated B~a's 
with various properties, without: giving intbrmation about their cardi- 
nality or (S0' <K)-generation. We now ask tbr more exact theorems, 
which will answer cuestions like: What is the maximum cardinality of 
an (~0, <t~)-gener~ ted B.a. (as a function of K)? Which B.a's can be 
embedded in som~. (~o' <x)-generated B.a.? Given a B.a. q3 what is 
the minimum power of an ~0-gel,..~rated B.a. ~ in which q~ can be 
(completely) embedded? What if e is required also to be complete? 
There are many other refinements and variations. 
A beginning was made by Gaifma~l who showcd I3, §61 that the 
maximum power at an (~0' <K)-generated B.a. ~s at least K (for regular 
K), and at most a certain function of K which coincides with K under 
GCH (the generalized continuum hypothesis). We shall determine the 
exact value independently of GCH. This is made possible by the trans- 
fer of §2 from ordinals to arbitrary sets. 
Our quantitative results are precise in the sense that they give lull 
answers to the questions and not only tipper a~d lower bound, so long 
as the questions deal with B.a's in general. When a completeness con- 
dition is imposed on the B.a's, the results are not so final, and different 
methods of attack are needed. 
As a preparation we collect here some l-acts from cardinal arithmetics, 
leaving the procls to the readti. Recall that ~,, t, I , ... vary over a//car- 
dinals (see Preliminaries). 
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6.1.  Notat ion .  :~ia} = {x t x ~_ a ) ,  ~(a)  = (x t x c a, Ixl = v ) ,  and 
9<~(a), 9~(a)  are defined similarly. The weak power v~ ~2 is defined 
for v I >I 2 by 
v< v 2 
and we find it convenient to let 0 <v = 1 <v = 2 <". 
6.2. Fact.  I f  (Vi ~ I) (v i > O) thon 
i~!   vi = max( I l l ,  sui~ vi) ' 
except when L and each V i, a re  finite. 
6.3, Fact.  (i) Weak power is mo~totone in both argt~ments; 
< v (for all v I , including O, !); / i i i v< 2<V<v l
(iii) v <so  = max(v ,  ~o) ;  
(iv) v < ~' = (max(v, 2)) ~' ;
iv) v <K = supx<~ [(max(v, 2))Xl; i f~ is a limit cardinal; 
(vi) assuming GCH, 2 <K = K. 
6.4. Fact.  (i) i f  iAI >1 ~o'  v, then I ~(A) I  = ; 9~ ~(A)I = lAir; 
(ii) i f  tAt >I ~0, IAI÷ >~ v, then 1 9<v(A)l = IAI <~. 
<K = 2<K. 6.5. Fact. ( i ) i f  v< K, the~: v <K = 2 <~ ~o 
(ii) i l k  regular and v < 2 <K, then v <" = 2 <~ :
(iii) if?~ ~ cf(K), then (v<K) <x = v <K, hence i f  ~ is regular, then 
(V<~)<K = V<K. 
As an illustration we prove the following: 
6.6. Fact.  Let q~ be a B.a.. A ~ qfl, C = [AI <~ . Then IC1 -'/. t.,~l <~ . I f  
IAt < ~ or ~¢ is regular and iAI ~< 2 <K , then ICI -<< 2 <~ .
Proof. The second assertion follows from the first by 6.5( i ) - t~).  We 
begin by p;oving ICi ~- IAI <'` for regular K. Define C O =A and fgr ~, > 0, 
putting C'~ = Ua<~.C a, let 
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c {-qx to {AXi Xc  u 
u {vx,  xe  
(-3, A, V are the operations of cB. and for the moment let AX  or VX 
be 0 if the meet orjoin does not exists in cO). It is clear, since K is 
mgui~,, that 
o< c,. 
l~. CX g 
Let/a = IAI <" . By 6.5(iii)/a <~ =/~. Hence we can prove by induction 
on a < K that IC~l ~</a, using ~he facts that tAI </~, K < ~ and 
+# +1~<~(/~)1 + 5D<K(#)I =~'4  =~. 
Hence ICi < ~ = IAI <K • IfK is singular then we may write 
C= O [A] ~'a" 
h<K 
(see the definition ~ f [ 1<~ in the Preliminaries); hence 
ICI< ~ IAI <~" =sup(maxlA I ,2 )  x =IAI <K • 
h< : ~< K 
A similar, even sir,pier, argument, proves the following: 
6.7. Fact. 2 <~ = I{x c K I Supx < ~}i = IH(K)I. 
Recall that H(K) = {xl ITC(x)I < K}. 
§ 7. The cardinalities of countably generated B.a's 
if ~ is (v, <K)-generated, then, by 6.6, IcOl < v <" , hence cO < 2 '~ 
if v~< ~0 Since our problems are trivial for finite B.a's, we concentrate 
on v = ~0 an4 ask about the cardinalities of (S0, <K)-generated B.a's, 
and specifically whether the bound 2 <K is attained. The following 
theorem gives a complete answer. 
7.1. Them'era. I f  X < 2 <',  then there is an (~o" <K)-generated B.a. cO 
of power ~, contain#tg X disjoint elements. Hence, the possible powem 
o/'(~o, <K)-generated B.a'~ am exactly all 3, such that X < 2 <'` .
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This will be proved by applying the results of  § 5. 
Only the following lemma about algebras of formulas (in the sense of  
Remark 5.2(3)) has to be added to the "qualitativ,~" results obtained 
there. 
7,2. [emma.  Let Z be a set o f  tmbindable variable~, X a set o f  atomic 
formulas, and q~ = T/-~ an algebr~ or  formulas owr  Z and X. I f  IXI < ~'~ 
IZI < r and for all dp ~ T, ISub(t.))l < ~ (see Defini~'ion 5.3), then t-B is 
(< ~, <~)-generated (~is any in[inite cardinal). 
Proof. Let B 0 = {[$] i $ ~ T, ¢~ atomic}. Since IB~I < IXI ~< v, it suffices 
to show that B o generates qfl in the <K-sense, First assume ~: regular. By 
induction on the depth d(O) of ¢ ~ T, we shall show that [$] ~ t°0f° ~<K. 
If $ is atomic or ~ = -7 ~, there is no difficulty. If ¢ =AA or ~ = VA and 
(by the induction hypothesis) [~] ~ [B 0 ] ,~ for all ~ ~ A, then 
[¢] E [B 0 ] ,~ by 5.1(111), becat, se IAl < ~: and r is regular (IAI < r 
since ISub($)l < ~:). It'0 = (Vu) (q~') or t~ = (:lu) (t)') and ¢,(u) E [B 0 ] <K 
for all o ~ Z, then 1.1~ [B01<~ ~ by 5.1(IV) since IZI < r and r is regular. 
Thus qO= [B~i<~  because ~ = (1¢] I ¢~ T}. 
If r is singular then the argument above shows that for any regular 
/a > IZI, 
[B01% ~ ~ {!¢11 ¢~ T, ISub($)l < #}. 
Since r = sup (p. t IZt </a < r,/a regular }, we conclude that 
[B 0 i .<~ ) {I¢1 i 0 ~ T, iSub(~)l < r } = qfl. 
In any ca~e, B o generates q3 in the <K-sense. [q 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Without loss of generality, r = min{r t ~, < 2 <K ), 
hence K < 3,. If • = 3, = ~o the B.a. of  finite and cofinite subsets of  ~2 
will do, so we may assume ~0 < r < 3,-<< 2 <~ . Since IH(~:) ~ = 2 <~ , ,rt(h 0
has a subset A of cardinality 3,. We assert hat the B.a. qo = T/-~. cc,n- 
structed in the proof of  Theorem 5.5 with [2 = ~ has the req":red 
properties, cB is an algebra of  formulas over { o n I n < ~o ) and 
~v m e o n i m.n < ~}, and <[,rx(O0) ] Ix E A) isa family o f~ disjoint 
elements of  ~ .  Thus to see that lob I = 3, and °B is (~0, <r)-generated 
it suffices (by 7.2) to prove that iTI < 3, and iSub(~)l < r for eact. bE T. 
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Recall the definitions of Yo' Y and T in the proof of 5.5. Suppose we 
have sho,~: n that for each q~ ~ Yo there is a # < K such that all conjunc- 
tio-;s and disjunctions in q~ are of size ~:ta. Then the same holds tbr each 
dp ~ Y, hence for each ~ ~ T. But this implies that !Sub(¢)l ~:/a and 
ISub*(0)l ~ ta (because Sub* is in the {o,,i n < ~}-.se1~se and ~ i> No), 
Thus tSub(¢)t <" g lbr all 0 E 7. Also 
I] t ~ ~ Iaub*(~)l<3,'K =3, 
O~ Yo 
since I Y01 = I {rr x (o n ) I x ~ A, n < ~ }1 ~< IA I" 6o = X, and it foliows that 
I TI ~< ~t. Thus the proof will be complete if we show that for each x ~ A, 
n < 6o there is a/a < K such that in rrx(o n ) occur only A and V of size 
<#. But this is obvious because A ,7 H(h:) and so Ibr each x ,.q A, 
# = max(N 0 tTC(x)j ) is suitable. [] 
7.3. Corollary. Ever), hi finite cardinal is the power (Lf some N o-gOwr- 
ated B.a. 
§ 8. A quantitative orm of Kripke's embedding theorem 
Let 930 be an infinite B.a., 1 9301 = 3,. In view of  Kripke's theorem 
the ~bllowing two questions naturally arise: 
(1) What is the least power of some S 0-generated B.a. 93 in which 
930 can be (completely) embedded? 
(2) What is the least ~ such that qfl~, has a (complete) embedding in
some (N 0 , <K)-generated B.a.? 
Obviousiy the answer to (1) is some ?'5 ~ ~ and the answer to (2) is 
some ~] i> min{K t X<~ 2 <~ } (because if 93 is (~0, <K)-ger, erated, 
1931 ~< 2 <~ ). This is so even if the embedding is ~ot required to be com- 
plete. The following theorem shows that 3`5 = X, xi = min{K t 3  `~< 2~},  
and thus the answers to (1) and (2) depend only on 19301, not on 930 
itself, and are the same whether the embedding is required to be com- 
plete or not. 
8.I. Theorem. Let 930 be a B.a,, 193ol = 3, ~ 2 <~, Then there isan 
(~o' <K)-ge,,wrated B.a. 93 such that 1931 = 3, and 93 o has a complete 
embedding i.~l 93. 
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Proof. Just as in the proof of 6.2, we may assume that K = min (g I ;k <.< 2<~}, 
and the case g = ~o is trivial (take q3 = q~0 ), so that we are left with the 
situation ~ o < r ~: ~ < 2 <" . 
Since ~, ~: 2 <g we can choose some A ~ tt(g) such that IAI = ;k = Iq~ol. 
Let / o be a fimction from A onto q3 o. 
We assert hat the B,a. q~ = T/5 ~onstructed in the proof of  5.8 with 
I'~ = w has the required properties. ,~s shown there q30 has a complete 
embedding in qa, which is an algebra of tormulas over (v n i n < ~ } z, nd 
a countable set X l . Thus, proving that Iq31 = X and q3 is (~0, <g)" 
generated reduces (as in the proof of  7.1 ) to showing that for each ¢ ~ Y0 
there is a ta < g such that all A, V occurring in q~ are of size ~</a. This 
time Y0 = {Px t x c A } and A c_ H(K), so the last assertion is true be- 
cause i fx  E A then/~ --- max(~ o, ITC(x)I) is good fOr#x, and/1 < g. 
Note that 7. i can be obtained by specialization from 8.1. Also the 
following special case (~ = ~S l ) is worth noting: 
Every B.a. o f  power <~2 so has a complete mbedding in an (~o' <Sl  )" 
generated B.a. 
§9. The cardinalities of complete countably~generated B.a's 
Since the results of § 7--8 depend essentially on incomplete B.a's 
("algebras of formulas") it is natural to raise the following questions: 
~'1) What are the possible cardinalities ot" complete N0-generated (or 
(~0'  <~)-generated) complete B.a's? 
(2) Given a B.a. q0 0 how are the answers to the questions at the 
beginning of  § 8 affected by requiring the B.a. q~ in which q3 is em- 
bedded to be complete? 
This section is devoted to the first question, and the next one to 
the second and to other remarks. Unfortunately, we do not know the 
full answers. What we shall prove concerning question (1) is t'~ll~. 
9.1. Theorem. ( 1 ) l f  )~ is the power o f  some complete ~o-genew'ed 
B.a., then there is a regular ~ > ~o such that X = 2 <K (that is, X = 2 u 
for some ~, or X = supu< ~ 2 v for some weakly inaccessible (= regu,'ar 
limit) cardinal g). 
(2) lf)~ is the power o f  some complete (I¢ 0 , <lz)-generated B.a., t/.en 
there is a regnlar g, ~o < ~ < Iz, such that k = 2 <K . 
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9.2. Theorem. l f  K is a successor cardip~al (to = t¢ 1 ), then there is an 
(~o' <K)-generated B.a. o f  power 2 <K = 2 K~ (hence, i f  l~ ~ ~. this B.a. 
is (~ 0' <la)-generated). 
It will be seen that 9.2 is not a complete converse of 9. i, because it 
leaves open the existence of complete ~0-generated B.a's of power 2 <~ 
when t¢ is weakly inaccessible, At the end of the section I shaft formu- 
late without proof stronger results, which leave the question open only 
when ~ is very large. 
Before proving 9.1 and 9.2 the following remark is in order: 9.2 is a 
direct application of our previous results. On the other hand 9.1 is 
proved by methods which have no connection with the other parts of 
this work, and is given here only for completeness. These methods are 
known from the literature, and 9.1 itself (or rather, 9.4) is very nearly 
approached in some places (e.g., specialize the results of [271 to ~0" 
generated B.a?s). 
For a systematic. ~reatment of the subject weneed the lbllowi~ag 
cardinal invariant o B.a's. For a B.a. c~ let (?C(q3) (CC tbr "chain con- 
dition") be the sm; llest cardinal greater than the power of any set of 
pairwise-disjoint  ,nzero elements of qL If CC(q3) = v + this means 
that u ~;s the max imu~ number of  ~tisjoi~it non-zero elements in q3. It 
is easy to see that cc(q~) ~ t~0, but CClq3) may conceivably be a limit 
cardimd. We shall alse use the well-knov, n fact that ifA c_ q~. a ~ ~,  
a = V'n4, then there is some B c A such that IBI < CC(q3) and a = V~B 
(and dually). This implies that if" CC(q3)~ ~, every <K-subalgebl'a of
q~ is a <oo-subalgebra, and every <~-complete homomorphism from q~ 
is <r~-coraplete. 
Let q~' be the normal completion of q~. q3 is dense in ct]'. hence 
cc(q~) = CC(q3'). l fA ~ q~, and A generates c~ in the <,,o-sense, then 
A generates ~ '  ha the <oo-sense, and, by the previous paragraph, A 
generates q3 and q3' in the <~ sense provided ~ I> CC(ff3). As a last 
trivial observation we remark that if r) < CC(q3) and q3 is complete 
then Iq~ 1 1> 2 ~ since q~ contains u disjoint non-zero elements, and the 
join of any set of them. 
We now quote a non-trivial theorem, which is a special case of  [2, 
p. 220, Theorem 1 ]. 
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9.3. Theorem (Erdbs-Tarski). ;]'93 is an in]bffte B.a. then CC(93) is a 
regular cardinal (>~0)" 
9.4. Theorem. I f  ~ is a complete ~o-ge~lerated B.a., K = CC(~) ,  then 
t931 = 2 <"  • 
Proof. We already know (§6) that iqOl < 2 <~ , since by the remarks 
above 93 is (N o, <K)-generated. On the other hand, if v < K then 
1931 i> 2 ~, so 
1931 >I sup2 v =2 <~. [] 
V<K 
Clearly Theorems 9.3 and 9.4 imply 9.1(1). To prove 9.1(2) assume 
that 93 is complete and (N 0, </~)-generated and let ~:* = cc(qo).  Then 
193t = 2 <K* by 9.4. Since 1931 < 2 <** weget 2 <~* < 2<**. We cannot 
deduce that necessari!y K* ~< p (see below), but to prove 9 1(2) only 
the following lemma is needed. 
9.5. Lemma. IJ'K* is regular and 2 <K* ~< 2 <**, then there is a regular 
K < psuch that 2 <K = 2 <~*. 
Proof. If K* < p take K = K*. So. assume K* > it. Then 2 <K* < 2 <u < 
2 u < 2 <~* , hence 2 <~* = 2 <u = 2 u . If 11 is regular take h: =/J. If ~ is 
singular then it is a limit cardinal, and 2 <** = sups<**2 v. We claim that 
(3v </a) (2 ~ = 2 <**). if not, then 2 v < 2 <** = 2** for each v < ~, and so, 
by Kbnig's lemma, 
2"=2 <**=~ 2 ~< I'I 2 .*<(2")**=2" , 
v</.t v</a 
a contradiction. Thus there is a v 0 </~ such that 2 v = 2** for all 
v 0 < v </a..tt is a limit cardinal, so we can take v~ = (max(No ',3))* 
and then • is regular, K < #, 2 <~ t> 2 v° = 2 <u hence 2 <~ = 2 <u = 2 "~*, [] 
This completes the proof of 9.1. The |ollowing question ha,~ ,isen 
in the course of this proof: 
Let 93 be a complete (N 0 , </~)-generated B.a. Does it follow that 
CC(93) < ~? 
Under GCH the answer is affirmative, because if 93 contains g disjoint 
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elements then 2 u ~< Iq~l ~ 2 <~, i.e., 2 u = 2 <u, while GCH implies 2 <u = 
/a < 2 u. However, vsing methods of [151 it can be shown lhat even for 
# = S 1 " the answer is independent of ZFC if ZFC is consistent. 
(See note (2) on page 427.) 
+ By Theorem 7,1 there is an ~o" Proof of Theorem 9.2. Let ~ = K 1. 
generate,'~ B.a. cB of power ,~ such that ~ contains rl di~oint ele- 
ments, hence cc(q~) = ~. Let q~' be the normal completion of q3. By 
the remarks preceding Theorem 9.3, CC(q3') = x, and hence q3' is 
(~0, <~)-generated. By 9.4, I q~'l = 2 <'~ . Thus qo' is the de.~ired B.a. D 
In view of Theorem 9.4, the problem ef determining the powers of 
complete, countably generated B.a's, reduces to that of finding which 
regular cardinals ~: > ~0 are of the form cc(q~) for some countably- 
generated B.a. q~. Tile proof of Theorem 9.2 shows that each successor 
cardina! is of this form. For readers acqt~ainted with large cardinals, the 
following much s:ronger theorem, which has beer~ proved using Solo- 
vay's method of dmost disjoint sets, is given here without proof (see [25]). 
9.6. Theorem. ! ~ is regular. >b~ 0 and not strongly-Mahlo, then 
= CC(q3 ) for  some complete t~o-generated B.a. q3. 
On the other hand, Menachem Magidor, and, I am i ~formed, K. Kunen, 
have shown that if ~¢ is weakly compact hen there is no complete, ~0" 
generated B.a. of power 2 <~ = ~. The situation for cardinals ~ which 
are strongly Mahlo (hence 2 <K = ~) and not weakly-compact is not clear. 
(See note (3) on page 427.) 
We add one more remark. Pierce [ 16 ] has shown th: t X is the power 
of some complete B.a. iff 3, = 3,~o It follows that there are cardinals 3, 
which are powers of some complete B.a's bt't of no complete countably- 
generic, ted B.a., because it is possible that 3, = 3`~0 a'td ~ 4:2 <K for all 
regular K (take any singular cardinal X such that c i ,k )> b~ 0 and (V/a < 3`) 
(2 ~ < 3,); then X = 2 <~ iff~ = X, and ~o = (2<x)~ . = 2<x = ;k). 
§ 10. Embedding in complete B.a's and other problems 
lO.l. Tileorem. Let q3 o be a B.a.. i q~o[ = 3 ,` Then q3 o has a complete 
embedding in some complete (~ o' <3`+ )-generated B.a, of  power ~ 2 x . 
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Proof. By 8.1 qfl0 has a complete mbedding in an (~0'  <;k)-generated 
B.a. ~ of  power X. Let qfl ' be the normal completion of ~.  Then 
I q~'l ~ 2 x (every element of ~ '  is determined by a cut in q3), and 
cc(qfl ') = CC(q~) <~ ),÷ so that q~' is generated in the <;~÷-sense by the 
~o-generators of ~ .  Clearly q3 o has a complete mbedding in q3', so 
the proof is complete. [] 
Is Theorem 10.1 best possible'? Obviously not in the same sense that 
Theorem 8.1 is, because for some choices of q30 there may be a com- 
plete embedding in a complete ~0-generated B.a. E of power <2 ~" 
(X = ICOot). On the other hand, if i -~0l - ~, and c,O 0 contains ~, dfisjoint 
elements, then 2 x is the minimum possible power for ~. 
What about the least K (call it K o) such that c~* 0 has a complete m- 
bedding is some complete (~0, <K)-generated B.a. E? By Theorem 10.1 
K 0 < X ÷ . On the other hand, if q00 contains ~, disjoint elements there 
If[  ;~ 2 x hence 2 <~o >i 2 ~' and so K 0 < ;k ÷ ~ 2 <~" = 2 x , i.e., 2 <~' 4:2 x =, 
K 0 = X*. Thus, if 2 <x ~ 2 ~', where ;k = a ~0 [, and q~0 contains ), disjoint 
elements° 10. i cannot be improved for this q30. Can the assumption 
2 <~ :# 2 x (which follows from GCH) be dropped here? It could be 
dropped if we know that a complete (~0, <;k)-generated B.a. cannot 
contain X disjoint elements, because this would refute t: 0 <~ X. Wc arrive 
again at the question which has arisen from the proof of Theorer,~ 9.1, 
We conclude with a list of problems (or rather, dire~.Uons of research) 
which we have not touched because the methods of this work are not 
especially suited to them. The completeness of B.a's, which has figured 
so much in the previous ection, is only one member of  a long li.:t of 
u~eful properties. We could equally well ask about the possible powers 
of countably-generated B.a's which are, say, <V-complete (see [0] ), or 
homogeneous, or which satisfy some chain condition etc. The methods of 
this work may help to give examples and positive results O;ke Theorem 
92) ,  but necessary conditions like 9.1,9.4 seem to reqt~ire combinato- 
rial methods like those used by Pierce [16] or Erdbs and Tarski [2]. 
In connection with Kripke's theorem, the following que~ ~n pie- 
sents itself: Can 10.1 be improved when q30 is assumed to be complete? 
One might guess that then q~0 can be completely embedded ii~ some 
complete countably generated B.a. of the same power. But this ,~s not 
always ',he case, as the concluding remark of {]9 shows. 
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One can also try to get Kripke-type theorems in which t:,e initial B.a. 
q~0 is assumed to have some other properties, and is embedded in an 
~0-generated B.a. with the same properties. The following theorem of 
[ 15 ] is a good example. 
10.2. Theorem (Martin--Solovay). I]'1 ~0i ~ 2 s° and CC( ~0 ~ ~ ~ J' 
then ~o has a complete mbedding in a complete ~o-generated B.a. q~ 
sucir that Icc(qff)t ~< b~ l" (The condition CC(- )  <~ ~ 1 is called tire 
countable chain condition. ) 
The proof is based on the method of a!most disjoint sets, which may 
lead to further theorems of this kind. The methods of the present work 
also lead to a variety of Kripke-type theorems for equational classes of 
B.a's and lattices, and we shall deal with them in Chapter 1I. 
§ I I. Boolean terms, free B.a's and derivation systews 
To construct Boglean terms (B.t's, cf. [3] ) we start from symbols 
called atomic B.t',,, which are to be regarded as variables (or, better, 
indeterminates or parameters) capable of ass~aming values in any B.a. 
To have an unlimited supply of atoms we take them asPi for all i in 
the universe. B.t's are the atomic B.t's and everything obtainable from 
them by application of the symbolic operations -1, A, V ~'as in the quan- 
tifier-free part of the predicate language). The idea is tin t once values 
have been assigned to some atomic B.t's in a B.a. q~, ~'~o,e complex 
B.t's can be evaluated by interpreting "1, A, V as -1 a~, A ~. V ~ (at least 
if q0 is complete). Thus B.t's describe how elemer;ts of any (complete) 
B.a. may be generated from some given elements by the (infinitary) 
operatioos of that B.a., like polynomials on many indeterminates in 
algebra. Since such a description is useful for all B.a's, we do not assume 
completeness of q3 in the following definition~, which make precise 
the above idea of evaluating B.t's. 
A valuation is a pair ( q~,/) in which q3 is a B.a. and / a function into 
q~. Think of I as assigning the value l(x) to atomic B.t. Px, tbr all 
x ~ dora(1). Our aim is to define the value II¢!l = 11¢1t~. z of the B.t. ~ in 
the valuation (q~,/). To take care of the fact that not every B.t. l~as a 
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value in q~ under 1 (because it may contain occurrences Of Px for some 
x C~ dora(I), and because some meets and joins may fail to exist in c/~), 
we choose an element * q~ q~ (say, q6 itself) as an " improper value" and 
give the 4efirdtion recursively as ft. dows: 
IICI! = l(x) if C = Px, x E dora(/); 
IlCll -- 7'~ll~klt i fC =7~,  I1~1t ~ c~; 
IlCll = A~A i fC=AX,  A = {[t~kll t ~keX},A  ~ q~ andA has a meet 
in ~;  dually ,or VX; 
liCIt = * in any other case. 
When IlCll,~. / e q~ we say that C isdefined in (q~, !). 
We remind the reader of some syntactical notations wi,ose definitions 
for B.t's are .~ust as for predicate formulas, ignoring the c, se of quanti- 
tiers. There are the usual notations C ^ ~k, C v $, C ~ ~k, C "-* ¢/. Sub(q~) 
Is the set of subterms of C (cf. Definition 5.3); d(C) is the ordinal which 
measures the depth of  C (cf. Definition 1.4). Denote by Atom(C) the 
set of  atomic B.t's occurring in C. A B.t. C is called finite when Sub(C) 
is a finite set. In general, v,e refer to ISub(C)l as the length (or size) of 
C. This turns out to be w~ry natural for infinite B.t's, though somewhat 
arbitrary for finite B.t's. 
As a first illustration of the usefulness of B.t's we give the following 
simple result. 
i ! .1. l .emma. Let (q~,/)  be a valuation, A = range(/), ~: an infinite 
cardinal or ¢*. Then 
IA 1 <~ = {llCll,n,/I C is defined in (cg! [) and is o f  length <r, } 
[= {IIClIo~j l ISub(C)l < g} n cB]. 
Sec Preliminaries for toe definition of [A ] <* 
Proof. For regular g, note that B.t's of length <g are closet under A 
and V applied to sets of power <~:. Hence 
C= {llCllq~.t I C is defined in (qL / ) ,  ISub(C)l < g} 
is easily seen to be the smallest <~:-subalgebra of  -~ containing 
{lip x IIq~,/I x e dom(h  } = range(/) = A, 
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i .e.C =[A]  <K l fKiss ingularoro~ then[A l~ K =Ux<~[A <x" ],~ , and we 
go back to the regular case. t2 
' <~ It has been This result explains our :hoice of t,ae definition of [A !,~ • 
intended that generation in the <K-sense will coincide with generation 
by means of B.t's of iength <K. 
The main purpose of the i~troduction of B.t's in I31 has been the 
construc,qon of free B.a's. Let us sketch now how thi.; is do~e. 
We shall say that a B.t. ¢~ is supported by the set A when .~,tom(¢~) 
(Px I x E A }. For any B.t's q~, ¢j let ~ ~ 4/mean that tl4~11 ~< 11~11 in every 
valuation in which ¢~ and ~O are defined. I fA is any set supporting both 
4~ ~nd 4/, one can restrict op, eself to valuations (q~, !) where q~ is com- 
plete and dom(l) = A (because Fassing to the normal complctio- of the 
B.a. does not affect the value of a B.t. in a valuation). The relation * 
clearly satisfies 1.2 for all B.t's. 
Now put for any A and ~, 
BT <~(A) = {q~l ¢ is suppcrted by A and its lel~gth is <~}. 
Since BT <K (A) is -losed under --1, A, V and subterms we may proceed as 
in § 1 to divide it by the relation =, where O = t~ iff ~ -~ ¢J and ~ Y-~ ~, 
and get a B.a. ~ of equivalence classes [~b] so that (1)-(111) of  §1 hold 
for all ~, ~ ~ Bq":~(A). Define I : A ~ ~ by l(x) = IPx I (x ~ A ). Using 
(I)-(II1) of § 1 induction on ¢~ shows that Itq~ll ~,i = [¢~) for all ¢~ E BT<~(A) 
Since q~ = {[4~] I 4>~ BT<~(A)}, Lemma 11.1 implies that 3J is gener- 
ated by range (/) il~ the <K-sense. 
The B.a. qo just defined is denoted by Y<~(A). ,,~r,, is for "free" and 
indeed we can give the following two characterizations of ( ~ , / )  
(q3 = ~r<~(A), 1 = ([Px l I x ~ A>) which determine it up to isomorphism 
over A [i.e., if (ct6~. I t ), (q32, 12 ) satisfy the conditions below, t!aen 
dom(l I ) = dom(l 2 ) = A and there is an isomorphism F of q0~ and q~2 
such that 12 = F ~ I~ 1. The first characterization is this: 1 : A -~ q3. cB 
is geneYated by range(/) is the <K-sense, each (~ ~ BT <~ (A) is defined 
in (cB, 1), and for all ~b, ~k ~ BT<~(A), I1¢11,~,i =ll~liq~,/on~, i f~ -= 
(i.e., I1~11 = II 4~tt in every valuation in which both are defined). 
The proof that this condition, which says that the generators obey 
no "constraints", characterizes (Sr<~(A), ([Px ] 1 x ~ A>~ is trivial. Note 
also that iflAI = IBI, 9"<~(A)-  cY<~(B). 
Alternatively, we can characterize this valuation (qS, I), up to iso- 
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morphism as follows: I : ,4 ~ ~,  c~ is generated by rangeCO in the <~- 
sense, and for every regular k ~< ~: the following holds: 
The B.a. q~ = [range(/)] ~x is <k-complete and for every <k-corn- 
plete B,a. e and function I': A -~ C there is a (unique) <k-homomor- 
phi+m F: q8 x ~ <7 such that 1'" +~ 1= f. 
"fhe uniqueness of such a valuation (q~,/) up to isomorphism (when 
A i~ given) is easily seen, and so is the fact that (Sr<K(A), ([Px ] Ix C A)) 
enjoys the above properties [when 7"is given, F is defined by F([O]) = 
ll¢fll e.f(O ~ BT<~'(A))] - 
So far we have been following closely Gaifman's algebraic approach 
and terminology. There is an alternative approach to the subject which 
is presented in 1 !0, chs. 4-61 (together with much additional material). 
In this metamathematical app;oach B.t's are identified with formulas 
of the infinitary propositional language and valuations with Boolean 
models for such a language (however Karp and Gaifman restrict hem- 
selves usually to valuations in complete B.a's, unlike the present work). 
The symbols -I, A, V are then naturally called connectives. At times we 
shall find it helpful to take this view. For example, free B.a's are 
naturally arrived at as Lindenbaum algebras (= algebras ef formulas) 
corresponding to Karp's "basic formal system", which is complete for 
validity in Boolean models. Karp goes even further to develop a repre- 
sentation theory for arbitrary B.a's [ 1 O, ch. 61. 
However, we shall arrive at a derivation system equivalent to Karp~s 
by a natural continuation of the algebraic approach followed thus far. 
Moreover, the system presented below, which is based on inequalities 
rather than single formulas (B.t' 0, generalizes easily from B.a's tc 
lattices together with much of the material of this paper. 
An inequality between B.t's is an expression ~< ~k where q~ and ~k 
are B.t's. (~ ~ if) is meaningful (defined) in the valuation ( ~ ,  I) when 
and ff are both defined in (q~, I), and then (~< if) is true or false 
according as ll~ltm. ! ~: ll~fLe, t or not. Thus, an inequality .nay be,  iewed 
as the expression of a Boolean-algebraic relation which may hold among 
some elements of any B.a. (the values of the atomic B.t's oc~ ~rlng in 
the inequality). An equation car. be represented by a pair of int~qualities 
~< ~0, ff << ~ (alternatively inequalities can be eliminated in favor of 
equations; in B.a's, but not lattices, every inequality (~ < Lk) can be 
replaced by an equation (~ ~ ~) = i, so single B.t's can be used tu t ~press 
Boolean-algebraic relations.) 
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Let P be a set of inequalities, r an inequality. We say that r is a (Boolean) 
consequence of P when for every valuation ~ ct~, 1) in which (every mem- 
ber of) P is true and r is defined, r is true. If all atoms occurring in r and 
r are from {Px t x E A }, then (using normal completions) it suffice~; to 
consider valuations (qfl,/) in which ~ is complete and 1 : A --, q~. The 
inequalit3 r is (~)oolean) valid when it is a consequence of 0, i.e., true 
whenever defined. 
The consequences of any set r of inequalities are easily seen to be 
closed under the following rvles, which express the characterization f  
B.a's as complemented distributive lattices (cf. 1.2); we regard axiom 
schemes as rules without premises). 
(1) ~< 4; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
¢_<. x ,x< ¢ . 
~<<. ~ • 
~<ff (a~lqJ~X) 
(5), (6) - dual to (3), (4) (cf. 1.2): 
(7) OA(xv ¢ )<O^xvO^ ~" 
(8) ¢^-7~< ¢,; ~ < Ov-7O. 
Let us write P b r when the inequality r can be derived by rCes 
(1)-(8).  taking members of P as additional axioms. (A precise defini- 
tion of "derivation from P"  can be given in several well known ways 
and is left to the reader.) It is clear that if F I- r then r is a Boolem~ 
consequence of [" (in the proof it is convenient to consider valuatiens 
whose h.a's are complete, so that all B.t's occurring in the derivation 
are defined). To prove completeness of the system one proceeds as 
follows: 
Let T be any non-empty set of B.t's closed under 7, A, V and sub- 
terms and P any set of inequalities. Define the relation -~ on T by: 
¢ ~, ff iff P I- ~ ~< 4. Clearly 1.2 is satisfied for B.t's in T, hence a B.a. 
of eqaivatence classes can be formed so that ( I ) -( I I I )  of § 1 hold. This 
B.a. is denoted by T/!" t-, so that, e.g., the 9"<~(A) previously defined 
is just BT<~(A)/O b-. Let 93 = T/F I- and 1= ([PxltPx E T). By induc- 
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tion on 4 it is clear that [4] = 1t4ti~, t for all ~ ~ T. Hence, if 4, ~k ~ T 
then (¢ <~ ~) is defined in ( q~,/), and it is true there if [4] <~ [ff] iff 
cp* ~ i f f r  t- ~< ~. 
It is useful to note also that if each ~ ~ T has length <~ and 
I{x I p ,  (~ T)l < ~', then T/rt- is (~v, <K)-generated. 
Now to prove completeness of the above rules, suppose that r is a 
Boolean consequence of F, and choose T large enough so that the side~ 
of all inequa!ities in 1" u {r } belong to it~ Let q~ = T/F t- and take I as 
above, so that for any s ~ 1TM u {r }, s is defined in (q~,/) and true there 
iff r I--- s. In particular, r is true in (q~,/) and r is defined there, hence 
ture (being a consequence of F) hence IP I-- r. Thus: 
(r is a consequence of F) iff (F ~-- r ) .  
An analogous treatment of quantificational Boolean logic is rather 
straightforward. To avoid some trivial complications define an J2.~- 
inequality, where ~C is any language (in the sense of § 5), as an expres- 
sion 4 < ~0, where ~ and ~ are Z~**,~-formulas in which no bindable 
variable is free. The ~°** -inequality 4 < ~, is said to hold in ( q~, M) 
(or just in M) where cB is a complete B.a. and M a q~-valued model for 
~o, when 4 implies ,~ in M (i.e., 114lf]ll <~ ll~[f]ll for all assignments f 
into M). The class of  Z?. -inequalities that hold in M is closed under 
rules ( 1 ) - (8)  above as well as (cf. 1.3): 
(9) (Vu) (4) < 4(~), where t is an _O-term in which no bindable 
variable is free; 
(10) 4 ~< (Vu)(~k) '
where v is an unbindable variable not free in 4 or in ~k; 
( l l} , (12) -  dual to(9) , (10) .  
Usually we speak of (predicate-) inequalities without me:,~:aning a 
language /~, that is - without restricting the predicates and operat~on- 
syrabols which may occur in the inequality. Given a set 17 of inequali- 
ties and an inequality r, we say that r is a (Boolean) consequel,,.. • of l ~ 
when for every complete B.a. qo and q~-valued model M whose language 
includes all non-logical sysmbols occurring in F u {r }, if (each member 
of) P holds in M, then r holds in M. Also let F ~ r mean that r car be 
derived from P oy the rules ( l)- -(12) (the derivation consists of inequal- 
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ities, and a limitation on their non-logical symbols is permissible but 
not necessary). Again we have, as in propositional iogic: 
r i saconsequenceofF '  iff FHr ,  
at least provided that P is closed ((¢~ < i f )c  P implies tha! 4, ~k are 
sentences). 
The proof is well-known but this is not the place to give it. It is 
based in the "only if" direction on the construction of a canonical 
(syntactical) model with truth-values in the normal completion of an 
algebra of formulas given by Theorem 5.1. A more refined use of the 
same idea leads to stronger completeness theorems as well as compact- 
ness theorems (cf. Karp's algebraic proof of Barwise's theorems con- 
cerning admissible sets). The individuals of the canonical model are 
terms of the language .C for which il is a model. In the next sections 
we shall deal with the relation k o in the predicate language only occa- 
sionally, and usaally leave proofs to the reader. This material will not 
be needed for the Boolean algebraic results which we intend to prove. 
On the other hand, il,,e relation t-- in the propositional language and its 
properties will prove qui,e useful~ though strictly speaking they coald 
be dispensed with. We shall write Hr for 0 F- r, so that Hr i f fr  l~, a 
valid inequality. 
§ 12. A translation of predicate-formulas to B.l's and a syntactical 
counterpart of Kripke's embedding theorem 
This section continues the work of §5 and is, like §5 independent 
of AC. Our first object is to specify tl,e B.t's which describe how the 
"algebras of fc;~,ulas" considered there are generated by the atomic 
formulas. This !.~ done with the help of a translation QE (Quantifiers 
Elimination) from formulas (in the general sense of § 5) to B.t~s, based 
on the well-known idea of replacing V, ::] by conjunction and disjunc- 
tion over a fixed set of terms. 
12.1. Definition. Let Z be a set of terms. The B.t. QE(~, Z) (QE(~) for 
short) is defined by recursion on the formula ~ as follows: 
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QE(O) = Pc, if ~ is atomic 
(this is ,somewhat arbitrary, we simply need distinct atomic B.t's to 
render distinct atomic fcrmulas): 
QE commutes with q, A, V; 
QE(0Cu)(~b)) = A QE(Lk(u)),dually for (3u)(~) .  
t~Z 
This translation has various applications, bu~ the one needed here is 
the following. 
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12.2. Theorem. Assumptions: as m Theorem 5.1. 
Conclusions: as in Theorem 5.1. Moreover: 
Let 1= ( [~110E T, ~atomic), Then for each ¢~E T, 
[~b] -- IIQE(O, Z)I!,n. t • 
Proof. By induction on the depth d($) ol'q~ E T. if $ is atomic then 
(~,riting 11 • II for I1 • I1~. i) 
[q~] = l(q~) = tlpotl = I!QE(t), Z)II. 
The cases ~ = q~,  ~b = AX, V~b = X are based on (II), ( l id  of 5.1 and 
left to the reader. We shall only treat the case ¢ = (Vu) (4)  as an txam- 
pie. If ¢ = (Vu) (~k) then, by the induction hypothesis 
It U 1¢(0)] = IIQE(ff(o),Z)II for all vE Z. 
Denote the common valuc by b o. Then, by 5.1(1V), 
[q~] = ¢k ~ b~ = I! A QE(Cj(u), Z)II = IIQE(~, Z)II. [] 
t,EZ ' u~Z 
This result enables us to give a formulation of Theorems 5.5 and 5.8 
in terms of B.t's. It is cor venient o define the B.t's invowed directly, 
without going back to predicate formulas. 
Let ~2 be an infinite set and q,,ct~v, rN (M,N~ ~2) distinct ~mic B.t's 
fixed for the rest of  this section. 
12.3. Definition. Th,  family (CVx I N ~ ~2) of B.t's is defined by ~-recur- 
sion on x as follows: 
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~x =AM(qMN-~ V ~ir) A A V(qMNA y) .  
yEx yEx M 
0 Let also Px = VNO~x; ^  ru) for all x. (M,N vary over 12.) 
We leave it up to the reader to verify that in the special case 
O 
qMN = I)VM e VM, ;N = PP(VN) one has: n~x = QE0r x (ON), Z) a~d Px = QE(Px'Z) 
where Z = (v N I N~ 12} and ~r x , #x are defined in 2.1,3.4. 
12.4. Theorem. (B.t's version of  Theorem 5.5). For any set A there is 
a valuation (qo, 1") such that." 
(i) for all x, x ~ dom(/) i f f  Px = qMN for some M, N E 12; 
(ii) each b ~ qo has the form Ilq~llq~,I/br some B.;~ q~, so that q~ is 
generated by {IIqMNII I M, N ~ ~2} (11" II is short ]br [1 " liar.!); 
( i i i)/or each N ~ I2, <llnNII I x ~ ~t) is a family o f  non-zero pairwis '- 
dis/oint (hence distinct) elements oj' q~. 
Proof. Without loss of generality qMN =PoMeVN" Let q0 = T/* be a 
B.a. as in 5.5 and let 
I = ([q~] ! ¢ ~ T, ¢ atomic> t_J 
w <0~l ¢~ {vMevjvlM, N~ 12},¢q~ T).  
Then dora(l) = (Vge O N I M ,N~ ~} hence (i). To prove (ii) let b ~ aft. 
Then b = [¢] for some ¢ ~ T, hence by Theorem 12.2, b = IIQE(¢,Z)II 
where Z = {VNINE 12). (iii) follows from Theorem 5.5 becat,~e for 
x E A, NE  12 [~x(Og)] = IlQEOrx(ON))ll = II~Vx II by Theorem 12.2. 
12.5. Theorem (B.t's version of Thtorem 5.8). bor any B.a. ~o  a~l~ 
function I o i,uto it, there is a valuatio,~ ( q3, I) such that: 
(i) ]br all :,', x ~ dora(/) i f f  Px = qMN or r N ]br some M,N ~ I2; 
(ii) each b E ~ has the ]brm II¢llq~,l for some B.t. (p, so zttat ~ is 
generated by 
{IIqMNII IM, NE $2} u {llrN 111NE I2}; 
(iii) there is a complete mbedding F o]" ¢6 o in ~ such that for each 
x ~ dom(l 0), F(I o (x)) = IIp°ll. [Px has been dejqned in Definition ~ 2.3. ] 
Proof. Sir~lilar to that of Theorem 12.4, usir0g 5.8 in place of 5.5. t2 
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The reader will notice that 12.5 has the form of an "embedding 
theorem for valuations" (qa 0. I 0) -~ (q~,/), and the last equation of 5.7 
may be rewritten as: 
F(IIp x I1,%.io) = llPx II~,t. 
Since F is a complete mbedding, one can "compute" F(llCll~olo) for 
every ~ defined in (q~0, I0 )" Let us proceed as follows: 
Call a B.t. C special when 
Atom(b) c {qMN I M, N E El } u {r N i N E [2 } . 
p~ is special for all x. Define a translation K of B.t's into special B.t's 
by 
KtPx ) = p0 (any x), and K commutes with -i, A, V. 
Now we can state the following useful form of 12.5. 
12.6. Theorem. For each valuation (cB 0 , i o ) there is a valuation (q~, I) 
.~uch that (i), (ii) of 12.5 hold and also: 
(iii) there is a complete mbedding F o f  q~o in ~ such that for every 
B.t. C defined in (Q3 o, I o ), 
F(llCll~o.t o) = IIK(C)iI~./ 
where K is the translation just defined. 
Proof of (iii). By induction on ¢ for the F of 12.5. [] 
Let us see what 12.4 and 12.6 mean from the point of view of the 
relation 1-- defined in § 11 (recall that ~r  means @ I- r, and also Defini- 
tion 12.3). 
12.7. Theorem. For an), N ~ ~2 and any x ,y  such that x ~ y 
(This gives a proper class o f  "incomparable" B. t 's.) 
Proof. By 12.4(iii) there is a valuation in which the inequality ~x' < ~y 
is false (take the set A of 12.4 so that x, y ~ A ~,, hence the assertit, n. [] 
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Extend the translation K from B.t's to inequalities by K(¢ ~ ¢,) = 
(K(q~) ~< K(¢)) and let K(P) = {K(s) ! s6  F } ( r  a set of inequalities). 
12.8. Theorem. For any set F u {r } o f  inequalities, F ~- r i f f  K( r )  ~- K(r) 
Proof. (~). In a derivation of r from F replace each inequ:?ity s by K(s). 
The resu',t is a derivation of K(r) from K(F), since K preserve~ "q, A, V. 
(=). Suppose F t-/- r to prove K(F) t-/- K(r). r is not a consequence of 
F, hence there is a valuation (~0 '  I0) in which 1" is true and r false. Let 
(q0,/), F be as in 12.6. Tiler, by 1 2.6(iii), i fs  is an inequality defined in 
(q30' 10 ) then K(s) is defined in (q0,/3 and s is true in (q~0, 10) iff K(s) 
is true in (q~,/). In particular, K(P) is  true and Klr) false i;l (qtl, 1). 
hence K(P) ~ K(r). 
12.9. Remark. Theorem 12.8 shows that a language with ~0 p"oposi- 
tional symbols is as rich as any propositional language in tl:e sense tlwt 
there is a -7, A, V-preserving translation of the latter into the former 
which is faithful w.r.t, the Boolean consequence r lation ( t ) .  In § 14 
we shall derive from 12.8 an embedding theorem for free B.a's, and 
§ 16 will make clear that 12.8 iwplies in fact Kripke's theorem and 
even 8.1. 
We shall now sket 'h how K factors through a predicate-lar, guage, 
leaving proofs to the reader. Define the translation QI (Q,.~antifiers 
Introduction) from B.t's to o -sentences  (.(:? = {e, P } ) by: 
QI(px) = #~. (any x) and QI commutes with -'1, A, V. 
Let QE(q~) (¢ a predicate formula) be QE(q~, {v N 1NE I2 } ). it is 
easy that if, for all 31, N ~ $2, qMx = P , ,M ~ VN ' rA' = PP¢ VA')' then 
K(¢) = QE(QI(q~)) for each B.t. 4~. 
QI and QE are extended to inequalities and sets of inequalities in the 
obvious way. 
! 2.10. Theorem. (I) Let r" u (r } be a set o f  inequalities between B. t "s. 
Then F ~- r i l f  QI(F) ~- Ql(r). 
(II) Let ~? be a set o f  predicates. P a s~ t o f  closed -o** -inequalities 
(closed = with no free variables), r an ~ -inequality whose set or free 
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variables is a./btite sub~et of {vpj I N E [2 }. Then P ~- r i f fQE(P) t- 
QE(r). 
We shall not need 12.9, and the proof is not hard (for (II) the con- 
struction of canonical models is used as in the proof of completeness 
of the system of predicate logic presented in § 11 ; 1 have not tried to 
find weakest possible assumptions on ~, F, r for the conclusion of ( i l )  
to hold). 
§ 13. Cardinals related to 5r<~(~ 0) 
Our first aim is to show that the disjointness of ~x' and ~y" (see 
Definition 12,3) for x 4: y is derivable. That is, fer [2, qMN' ~V 
{M,N~ fl) as in § ! 2, we claim" 
13.1. Theorem. lf l~" E f~, x 4: y. then F-r~x A ~ <~ VO. 
'¥ ~< V0 when x 4: y by Proof. We shall s!~o N that (VN ~ [2) t-- rr~x Any 
induction on x, y, the induction hypothesis b:~.ing 
(Vu ~ x) ( roe  y) [u 4: o =~ (VNE [2) I--- ~ A rts~v ~< V0l .  
Since .,- ~ y we may assume that x ~ y and ~ t z ~ x --- v. It follows 
from the definitions that for all N ~ [2, 
ltEX . vEy / 
Since 
I-- A V ( q gsA'~u ) ~<v(qMNA'~z ) 
u~x M 1tt ' 
it follows easily that 
~n~x Alr~y'<<- ~ (qMN A ~z )AAM(qMN~ o~y~lV ).
Now, it is not hard to see that 
/-V(qMNA'tr~tz)AA(qMN~ V ~to)~<V V (~tz A',r~tv) , 
M vEy  M oEy  
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hence 
<- 
oGy 
But z f- .V, hence by the induction hypothesis ~zz  A n-~ t ~< V0 for all 
M ~ S2, v ~ y, th,:refore ~n~vx ^.,r" v ~: VO. 
Note that Theorem 12.7 implies ~rr~v~ < 0 (because if ~¢ < V0 then 
t-~b < ~ for all ~b). 
From now on we agree that ~2 --: w and qmn =P(m,n)'rn =Pn for 
m, n < w. This is permissible because (co X co) rico = 0 so the qmt, 's and 
r n's do not coincide. Let 3  `be any infinite cardinal. If frC(x)l ~; ),, 
n and 0 then in rr x Px, as defined in 12.3, no conjunction or disjunction acts 
on more ~han 3  `B.t's, so the length oflr  n and of,o ° is <~3`. Thus 
~ ~ BT<~"(w×w)and pO ~ BT<X' (wXwuw) .  Iftc > ~j  then 
= supx<~ +; hence: i fx ~ H(K), then ~ ~ BT<~(w×w) and 
pO ~ BT<~(w×wuw) .  Recall that 9r<~(A)= ~T<~(A)/¢t~ - (see § I l L  
So for all x ~ H(t~), n 6 co, ',he equivalence classes [rr~ 1 are rnembers 
of 5r<~(~X~). But since ~r~ ~< V0, these members are ~0,  and 13.1 
implies that for any fixed n they are pairwise disjoint. Since x varies on 
H(x), whose power is 2 <~ , we obtain 2 <" disjoint elements in 7<~(o~x co). 
On the other hand 9r<~(~× co) (is isomorphic to 5 r<~ (S0) and) .~s 
(~0, <tc)-generated and so its power is exactly 2 <~ . The fo!lowing theo- 
rem contains this conclusion but also supplements Theorem 7.1. 
13.2. Theorem. Let K be an infinqe cardi,~aL 
( 1 ) 5r <~ (to o ) has cardinaliO, 2 <" and c, mtains 2 <~ disloint elements; 
(2) for any 3  `<<. 2 <K, 5r<"(~ o) has a subalgebra ~ which is (t~o, <K)- 
generated, has cardinality ~ and contains 3  `disjo#zt elements. 
Proof. (1) has already been proved for ~ > ~0" Both ( i) ,  (2) are trivial 
for Ic = ~0, and it suffices to prove (2) when K = min{~: I 3. ~< 2 <K }. So 
all is reduced to the case ~0 < t~ < 3. < 2 <K , and 5r<~(~ o) ma~, be 
replaced by ~r<'~(eo × co). Now we follow an already familiar procedure. 
Choose some A c__ H(~) such that Ial = X, and let Y0 = {rr~ t× ~ A, it ~ w}, 
Y = U,~ro Sub(S) and T = closure of Y under -1, A, V. As in proof of 7.1 
(but more simply, for the distinction between Sub and Sub* does not 
appear) it is seen that T C _ BT<~(w×w) and tTt < 3`. Also Tis closed 
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under"l, A, V and subterms. Thus the B.a. T/O ~ is (~0, <~)-generated 
(by { [q~] I ¢ ~ T, $ atomic } ), has power >~,, and contains X disjoint ele- 
ments [lr ° ], x ~ A. It is obviously isomorphic to a subalgebra of 
5r<~(oa Xoa), namely the subalgebra whose elements are ([$] i ¢ ~ T} 
(note the ambiguous use of the symbol [ ] for equivalence classes 
within different sets, in this case T and BT<~(w × to)). "lhis completes 
the proof of 13.1. [] 
13.3. Remark. The fact that the results of §6 and :ki~ ~ection give exact 
cardinals, not only upper and lower bounds, !s due to the transfer of §2 
from ordinals to arbitrary sets. Otherwise we could only get ~ < 
15r<~(~ 0)1 < 2 <~, which follows already from the previously published 
proofs of the Gaifman-Hales theorem (cf. 13, §61 ). 
§ 14. Embedding in 9r<~ (~ 0) 
We continue to use results of ~ 1 2 with ~2 = w, qmn = P(m,n)' rn "~ Pn" 
Then for B.t. ¢, K(¢) (defined before Theorem 12.6) is a B.t. such that 
Atom(K(¢)) C_ {Px Ix ~ (wX co) u ~o} , 
and by 1 2.8 k-¢ ~< $ i f t  ~-K(¢) <~ K($). 
As remarked in § 13, for all K > ~0 and allx E H(K),O ° E Bq<K(toXwU~) 
But #0 = K(Px), and BT<~(A) is closed (for any A) under-1 and under 
and A, V appl!ed to sets of power < cf(~:), tlence, by induction on $, 
ii ~. ~ BT<Cft~)(H(K)), then K($) E BT <~ (~o)', w u w), assuming K > ~0" 
This means that for any A C H(~), the equation g[($]) = [K(O)] 
(¢ ~ 3T<cf~)(A)) defines a 1-1 function from 5r<cft~)(A) 
(= BT'(cf~J(A)/01 - )  into 5r<~(~o X w u ~). Noting that K preserves 
-1, A, V and BT<cf~")(A) is closed under A, V applied to <cf(x) B.t's, it 
is easily seen that g is a <cf(K)-complete embedding of ¢"''f(K)(A) in 
5 r <~ (w X w U to). The power of A may be any v < IH(K)I = 2 <~ , hence: 
14.1. Theorem. Let K be an infinite cardinal, v any cardinat, ) < 2 <~. 
Then there is a <cf(K)-complete embedding o f  7 <cftK)(v) in ~.T <~ (~ o ). 
hi particular, i l k  is regular, v < 2 <~, then the free <K-comple*e B.a. on 
v generators has a <K-complete mbedding in the free <K-com! 'ete B.a. 
o~7 ~o-generators. 
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Actually we have proved 14.1 only for tc > ~0'  but it is trivially true 
f ° rg= ~0" 
14.2. Corollary. Pbr any cardi:lal v and infinite cardinal a, 9<u (v) has a 
<cf(la)-complete embedding in 9 "<~ (~o) /or all large et~.ough K. in fact 
Jbr all t¢ such that I~ ~ of(to) a!t~,l v ~ 2 <" . 
Proof. Let K satisfy these two it:equalities. The trivial embedding 
c.'f<U(V) -+ 7<cf(r)(V) iS <cf(/l)-complete (for BT<U(v) ~_ BT<Cft~)(v) 
and BT<U(v) is closed under A, V of <cf(#) B.t's). By 14.1 there is ao 
embedding 7<crt~)(v)~-, 7<K(S0)which is <cf(r)-complete. Since 
cf(/a) < ~ ~< cf(h:), the composition 
5r<,(v)-, 9-<cr(~)(v ) _, 5r<~(~o) 
gives a <cf(~)-complete embedding (See note (4) on p. 427.) [] 
14.3. Remark. I do not know if 14. | and !4.2 are best possible. Their 
interest lies in the fact that they give each free B.a. as a subalgebra of 
a free B.a. on b~0-generators. Actually we can say more. Theorem 12.8 
has been used here only for r = 0, so the results arc about B.a's of the 
form T/O ~-. By using it for arbitrary r we can get embeddings of  the 
form (T/F t-) --) T'/K(F) b- for a suitable T'. Thus if qs 0 is "nearly free" 
(i.e., isomorphic to some TIP t-- where P is small or simple in some sense) 
then it has a rather complete mbedding in a nearly free B.a. on S0- 
generators, it remains to be seen whet!~er such results caL be embedded 
in a coherent theory and deserve a closer study. 
§ 15. Another class of independent sentences 
-rhe sentences we are going to define are simpler than the Px's of §3, 
and they will be used to extend previous results from countably- 
generated to ~<~ -generated B.a's (any ,~). The idea is that allowing 
<K -independent names for elements of S one can get, when tc ~< ~ , S~ 
sentences each of length <~ through locating formulas tbr elements of 
~e  shall work in the language .C = (~,, e, P) (~- is the equality predi- 
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cate), and use also names ~, for arbitrary sets y. As a locating formula 
for the set x take: 
~x(Oo)=(VUo)(UoeV o*-, V ( t ,0~' )  , 
yEx  
and then define Px = (3u l )  (~x(Ul) ^  P(ul))" 
Next define a translation QI (cf. end of § 12) from B.t's to predicate- 
sentences by: ~(px)  = Px tany x) and Q-i commutes with -I, A, V. 
The independence of the sentences Px is expressed in the following 
analogue of Theorem 3.2. 
1 5.1. Theorem. Let 93 be a complete B.a. and I a function into q~. Then 
there is a 93-valued model M for Z? such that for all x ~ dom(D, Px is an 
J2~w(M)-sentence and llPx il M = l(x), and, more generally, if ¢ i= a B.t., 
Atom(0) c {Px Ix ~ dora(l)}, then I1~11,~..~ = ItQ--i(~)II M • 
Proof. Let M be a transitive non-empty set -2 dom(/), in which ~, e, P 
are interpreted so that for all x, ), E M 
I1~ ~ ~l[ M = [0 ~. otherwise; 
{1 -~ i f xEy ,  
I1-~ e .~li M = 0~ otherwise; 
= II(x) i fx ~ dora(/), 
IIP('v) lIM [0 "~ otherwise; 
It i~ easy to see, using the transitivity of M, that ifx, a ~ M then 
{1 ~ i fx =a, 
II~'x(a)llM = 0 ~ otherwise, 
and to deduce that i fx ~ dom(/), IlPxll M = I(x). The 1~ assertion of 
15.1 is now proved by induction on q~. [] 
Now let I2 be an infinite set and denote Z = {O~v I N ~ ~~, }. For any 
set D put 
X D = {VMeV vtM,  Ne  S2} u {P(v~v)1Ne [2} U 
u {VM~YlMeS2,  yeD}.  
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The analogue of Theorem 5.8 runs as follows (the proof is left to ~he 
reader): 
15.2. Theorem./%r any vahlation (93o, Io ) there are a set D, an algebr¢ 
93 = T/~ of  formulas over Z and Xt9 such that {p~ I x ~ dom(l  0) ) g T 
and a complete mbedding For  930 in cd such that f r each x ~ do~iJ(10), 
F(Io(x)) = [Px ]" (ht case range(l 0) = q~o take D = U dora(/0) ) 
From this result an analogue of Theorem 8.1 could be derived, but 
we prefer to postpone the discussion of cardinals (and the use of AC) to 
§ 1 6, and give here the analogues of 1 2.5, 1 2.8. 
Let I2 and Z be as above, and let QE(. ) be short for QE(-, Z) as de- 
fined in 12.1. It is natural to consider the following translation from 
B.t's to B.t's: 
R(~) = QE(OI(~b)) .
Writing QE(Px) in ~'u!! we obtain the followi.tg direct definition of/(:  
15.3. Definition. F,(p x) = V N [AM(qntN ~ Vyex rgy)  ^  s N ! and .K com- 
mutes with "3, A, V. 
Here M, N vary on I2, and qMN = POM eVN ' rMy = PVM~.fi ' SN = PP(uN), 
but of course it is only essential that qMN, rMy, su (M, NE  ~2 and any y) 
are distinct B.t's. As in the proof of 1 2.5, 1 2.6, one concludes from 1 5.2 
the following: 
1 5 4. l / ieorem. For each valuation ( 930' io ) there is a vahtation ( 93, I) 
and a complete mbedding F o f  930 #1 93 sttt'il that for ever3' B.r. ¢ 
defined in ( 93 0 . 1 0 ), K(qb) is defined in ( 93, I) and F(ll~bllm0,t o) = II,((~)ll~.l 
Now, exactly as in the proof of 1 2.8, we have the following syntac- 
tical result (the extension of . (  to inequalities and sets of them is defined 
as f.~r K). 
i 5.5 Theore1~ For any set 1" u {r) of  inequalities I" H r iff/~'(P) 1-- ,((r). 
A similr~r esult for ~i  (like 1 2.9(1)) follows directly from 1 5.1, so that 
l 'heo:em 1 5.5 also "tactors" throu,'ah the predicate language. 
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§ 16. Embeddings in < ~; -generated B.a's 
The natural generalization of 8. I is this. 
16.1. Theorem, Let ~o be a B.a., I CBo I ~< ~<~. Then q~o has a complete 
embedding in a (<~,  <r)-generated B.a. cB such that lq~[ = I q~01. 
Proof. If q~o is finite or~: = ~o take q~ = q~o" If q0 o is infinite and 
Iq~ol < 2 <~ take q0 as in Theorem 8.1. So assume that ~> ~o and 
Iq~ol = X > 2 <~ . Now if ~ < ~, then lq~ol < R<~ = 2 <~ . Therefore, 
the assumptions imply that ~o < ~:< ~ and ~c< ~< ~<~ where 
= Iq~ol. Tiffs can be treated in the same way as 8.1 using the ~<~ 
independent sentences Px, x ~ 5~<t~(~ ). The algebra of formulas q~ is 
O/er  
{vn ln< co} , 
{vine u n t m,n < co} u (P(on) I n < co} 
We shall outline here an alternative proof, which is based solely on 
Definition 15.3 (with ~2 = co) and Theorem 15.5. Let A be a ~ubset of  
<K 9<~(~ ), IAI = ~. Such an A exists because ~<~ ~ = I 9<~(~)1. Let 
I 0 be a function from A onto c~ o , and let T O be the closure ~)f {px 1 
x ~ A } under-I, A, V. Clearly, each ~ T O is defined in (~o,  Io)" Let 
V~ = {(¢< ~)1 ~,~ T o , I1~11< I1~11} 
(11 • II is short for II • II%.to), and 
V2= {~VXI~e To, XC_ T0,11,1I=~V~x°II~II} " 
Clearly V o = I" l u r" 2 is a set of inequaJities true in ~-90' Io)' and hence 
for any ~, ~ ~ To, I1~11 < II~il iff F' o t- ~< ~. (It follows albo that q~0 
is isomorphic to T O/F 0 I-.) 
The role of F 2 will be to "capture" all jo im in q~o" Now let 
(this is a set of B.t's with atoms from 
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{qmntm, n< 6o} U{rmt31 m< w, t3< b~ a} 
U{s n ln<6o} , 
because A ~ 9(S~,)). But Y= U~,~voSub(¢). T= closure of Y un~ler 
't, A, V. Thus T is closed under -I, A, V ,~nd subterm~, and T ~ ~K(q~) 1
~0~- T O }. Let ? = ~t, P0). By the above and 15.5 we h,~ve, fo~" all ~,g, ~ T O , 
hence the equation 
F(II~II) = [g'(O)l (q,~ T 0) 
where [. ] is the equivalence class in T / rH ,  defines ao_ embedding F of 
q~o in q0 = TIP ~-. To see that F is complete let b ~ q0 o , C ~ qfl0' 
b = V ~eo C. Then for all c ~ C, (Pc ~< Pb ) ~ r l .  hence 1-" o 1-- Vc~ c Pc ~ ph. 
On the other hand, (Pb <<" VcEC,70)C P2' It follows that 
V K(p,,). F ~ V K(Pc) <<. K(Pl, )' I" t- K(p b) <~ c~c c~.C 
It follows without difficulty that il~ ]"/P t--, F(b) = K(Pb ) is the join of  
IF(c) I c ~ C}. Thus tile embedding F o f~ 0 in q3 preserves joins and 
therefore meets. 
To complete the proof we have to show that q~ = T/I" t-- has power 7, 
and is (~>~, <~)-ger, erated. Since in T occur at most S,~ distinct atomic 
B.t's aad ~ < k = I Yol, an argument encountered already in §7 -8  shows 
that it suffices to prove that each q~ c Y0 has I~,ngth <~, i.e., that if 
x6A,  ISub(K(Px)) l<K. SinceAKSD (~)~qd~> ~0, th i s f ° l l °ws  
directly from 15.3 (here I2 = w), and the proof is complete. [] 
16.2. Remark. We have given the above proof Rot because it is simpler 
than a proof by the method of §8, but becaus~ it shows that the syn- 
tactical resuits 12.8 and 15.5 imply embedding theorems without going 
through the predicate-language. Later we shall see, that these results, 
which deal only with B.t's, can be proved directly too. 
The second main embedding theorem we have had is 14.1, and we 
may expect the following generalization (recall that z~ is any c~rdinal 
while ~:, for us, is always infinite): 
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I6.3. Theorem. l f  v ~ ~<~ there is a <cff~)-complete embedding o f  ~x 
c~< cf(~)(v ) in 9 r<K (~ ,~). b~ particular, i f  ~ is regular, v < ~ a <~ . then 5 r<~ (v) 
has a <~-complete embedding ir, $r< ~ (~ ~). 
Proof. In proving this we again reduce quickly to the case ~0 < tc -<, ~a 
(note that the natmal embedding of 5r<~(8 0) in 5r<K (~,~) is <cf(~)- 
complete). Now, 9 r'~'~ (~a) ~s isomorphic to T/O i- where T i~ the set of 
all B.t's of length <~: over the atoms qmn ' ring' Sn (m,n < ~o, [3 < ~ ). 
This set T is closed ~ander A, V applied to sets of <cf(~:) B.t's. We have 
already noted (in the proof  of 1 6.1 ) that K(Px ) has length <to and so is 
a member of Twhen x ~ 9<~(~ ). So choose a set A c__ 50<~(8 ) of  
power v, and embed BT<Ct~)(A)/0 I-- (which is isomorphic to ~<cf~)(v)) 
in T/O[- by 1¢1 --' IK(¢)I (O ~ BT<cf(~)(A), and [. ] is the equi, alcnce 
class in BT < cf(,) CA )/0 I- or in 7"/0 ~). Clearly th~s is a < cf(~)-comple t
emLedding, which proves the theorem. El 
16.; and 16.3 are the two basic theJcems which contain all other 
quantitative results of this work as special cases or immediate corollaries. 
16. I is best possible in the same strong sense as 8.1. It implies the fol- 
lowing generalization of 7.1. 
16.4. Theorem. I l k  <, 2 <K, then there is a (~,  <K)-generate~l B.a. o f  
power )~ containing ~, dis,ioint elements. The possible infinite powers o f  
(~  , <~)-generated B.a's are exactly all )~ such that X ~ ~<~.,~ 
(For the proof use 16.1 with cB 0 the B.a. of finite and coil.rite sub- 
sets of k.) 
From 16.3 we can deduce immediately that 15r<"(~ )1 = ~<u~ (but 
not that 9r<K(~,,) contains ~<K disjoint elements - this is not always 
• ¢3¢ 
true). Now let ~, ~< ~ a <~ and let Y0 = {¢i I i < k } be a v::'-set of BT <K (S,~) 
such that for i ~ j, ¢i and ¢1 correspond to distinct elements t,f ~<K(~ ) 
(i.e., [¢i I ~ I¢il, in other words, it is not the case that I--~ i -'~ ~j and 
I--¢~j ~ Cj). Let Y= U~roSUb(¢)  and T = closure of Y u,..:.'r-I, A, V. 
It is easy to see that if ;k ;~ ~: then I TI = k and T/O ~,  which is isomorphic 
to a subalgebra of cjr<~ (S~), is (<~,~, <~:)-generated and contains the ), 
distinct elements [¢i ] , i < ),. This proves in part the followin ~ ~ener- 
alization of 13. !. 
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16.5. Theorem. !5 ~<'(~a)l =~;<~, atrdj 'oreachX~ ~<~, ~t <~ (~, )  has 
a (<<. ~ ~, <~)-ge,te~ated subalgebra o.fpower k. 
We r~ave j~r,~ proved this tbr the case K ~ k. But ifX < K then 13.2 
applic~ and '~ subalgebr,~ of 5 t<K (~0 ~' can also be viewed ,,s a subalgebra 
of 7<"(~ ). 
As ,mother corollary of 16.3 we have the generalization of  Corollary 
14.2. 
16.6. C~ 3llary. For any cardinal u and infinite cardinal ~, ~ <': (u) has a 
<cffta)-complete embedding in 5r<K(~ ) whenever ia~ cf(K)and u ~ ~<K 
Q Ot 
The proof  is just like that of 14.2. Thus all results of § 7, 8, 13, 14 
generalize in the expected way, except the existence of many disjoint 
elements in free B.a's. It turns out more difficult "~o find interesting 
generalizations of the results of  § §9 -10  on complete B.a's, because ~he 
most obvious extensions (of 10.1, say) do not ,"ld ay~ythine tc~ the ori- 
ginal. On the whole, we can say much less about c~nlplete ~<:,~ -gener- 
ated B.a's for generai a than for a -: 0. Many partial re.;ults can be given 
by extending the arguments of §§9 -10  or by oth( r ~.~tt~ods (see [0, 271 ) 
but no complete picture emerges. As an example v,~ z partial result note 
that if q~ is complete and <~ -generated, ~ = cctq~ ), then clearly 
2 <~ ~< Iq~l ~< N<~, hc'ace Iq~ 1 = 2 <" if ~ ~< 2 <~ (by 6.4(ii); ~: is regular 
by Theorem 9.3). 
§ 17. Disjoint elements in 7 <~ (~ ,~ )
We know from § 13 that 5 r<~ (~ 0 ), hence also 7 < ~ (S, ) ,  has a subset 
of 2 <~ disjoint elements. The aim of this section is to prove that every 
set of disjoint elements from cy<~ (S)  is )f power ~< 2<K , so that using 
the CC notation of § 9: 
17.1. Theorem. CC(~ ~ (b~)) = (2 <~)+. 
This will be proved by an adaptation to B.a's of a combinatorial 
technique known from the study of cardinals in Cohen extensions (cf. 
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[21~ Lemma 10.3 ]. I am indebted to Menachem Magidor who showed 
me how this technique can be appli, d t ~ answer the following problem: 
For any set A let "42 = ( f i  f :  A --> 2 } ard let F<K(A) where ~: is any 
regular cardinal, be the <~:-comp "e F, eld of subsets of '~2 generated 
by the sets B i =- {x ~ A2 I x( i )  - 1 ~ l ~ A. (When A = o~ and K = ~ ~, 
F<~(A) is the Borel field on ~°2). For sing,,.!ar cardinals put F<'~(A) = 
Ux< ~ F < X'(A). The problem ~s to compute CC(F <~ (~) ) .  
The main part of Magidor's olution consists of reducing everything 
to the following lemma and proving it. Following [21 ] we denote, for 
any sets A, B, H~ (A, B) = { f l f is a function, dom0 c) ~ 9<~ (A), 
range 0r) ~ B }. 
! 7.2. Lemma.//K (A, 2) has no subset o f  more than 2 <K pairwise-incom- 
patible elements. 
It suffices to prove t~e lemma for regular x and the proof of [21, 10.3] 
works here with trivial modifications. The reader may look at that proof 
if he wants some motivation for what follows but in treating free B~a's 
instead of fields of sets some new ideas are needed. For completeness 
we state the result for fields of sets: If ~ < t~ then CC(F <K (~ ~)) = (2~)  ÷, 
and i f~/> ~: then CC(F<K(~ ))= (2<~) ÷. 
The following proof of 17.1 is a simplification of my original proof 
using an idea of Saharon Shelah, Actually, when I told him I had proved 
17.1 he irr, mediately found an alternative proof, which is similar to the 
one given below but replaces the construction by transfinite r~cursion 
(or the sets A~, Y~) by the use of a general theorem of Erdbs and Rado 
I21. 
We have to prove that i fS c_ 9"<K(~,) is a set of pairwise-disjoint on- 
zero elements then ISI ~ 2 <~ .
Let S be such a set and let Y ~ BT <~ (~)  be a set ~ ontainir~g one 
representative for each equivalence class in S. Thus S = {[~] I ~ ~ Y), 
and for all ~, ~k ~ Y, d- ~ ~: V0 but ~ ~: ~k =~ I--~ ^  ff ~ V '~ We wish to 
prove that I YI < 2 <~ .
First we need s~me notations concerning B.t's. Let Suppf~) (the 
support of q~) be (x I Px occurs in ~ ). In f is any function le~ ~(f) be 
the B.t. resulting from ~ by substituting Pf(x) for ~ach occun.J~,ce of 
any Px, x ~ domff). IfA is any set, let us say that ~ and ~ have the same 
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form over A and write q~ =A t,5 when there is a 1 -1 fimction f such  that 
dora(f) = A o Supp(¢) , f is  the identity on A and to = 00 r) (hence 
range(f) = A o Supp(~b)). Clearly this is an equivalence relation between 
B.t's. 
17.3. Lemma. l f  g is regular. IAI < 2 <g, and X is any s~ of  B, t's each o f  
length <g, then -a has at most ",'<~ equivalence classes on X, 
Proof. Let B be a set ot power ~ disjoint from A. Clearly for any B,t. 
of length <g there is a B.t. ~ ~ BT<~(A u B) such that ~ -A ¢" Now 
IBT<~(A u B)I < IA u BI <~ (this is preyed similarly to the first part of 
6.5; actually IP, T<~ (v)l = u <~ always, but we do not need this), iA u Bt-<< 
2 <~ + t~ = 2 <~ and since t¢ is regular (2 <~ )<" = 2 <~ . Thus BT<~(A u B), 
which contains representatives for all equivalence classes of-=a in X, 
has power <2 <~, which proves th', Lemma. [] 
17-,4. l.emma, l f¢=A ~ and Supp(¢) n Supp(~b) ~ A and k-dp ^  ~ <~ V0, 
then ~- ~ < VO. 
Proof. Let fbe  a 1--1 function from A u Supp(0) onto A u 5upp(~9) 
such that ff -- ~b0") andf l  A = (x I x ~ A). By the "rule of substitqtion" 
(the proof of which is obvious)I--¢ ^ ~k < V0 =~ k-q~(f)A ~k(f) ~< V0. 
Thus it suffices to show that ~k0") = qJ- But ~0(.f) = ~k because if 
x ~ dora(f) and Px occurs in ff then x E (A u Supp(¢)) n Supp(ff) ~ A 
and so f (x)  = x. [] 
Having proved the two lemmas, we return to the set Y ~ BT<~(~ ) 
mentioned above. We assume that ~: is regular. 
Define by recursion on/3 a sequence (A)  of subsets of t~  and a 
sequence (Y0) of  subsets of Y as follows: 
Ao = Y0 = ~ and for limit ordinals 6, A 6 = Utj<aA a, Ya = Ut~<a Y~" 
Suppose A0 and Ya have been defined. From each equivalence c!ass of 
=,~ on Y choose one representative. Let Ya+l = U Ya be the set of these 
representatives, and AO. 1 = U~rtu  ~ Supp(¢). It is clear that (Ate), (Ya) 
are both increasing ,,:equences (w.r.t. inclusion) and for all t3, A n = 
U~le#Supp(~b). The basic property of  these sequences i  this: 
(Vfl)(V¢,e))(:l~E Yt3+l) (O--at3~)" 
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We now prove by induction that for all t3 < g (or even/3 < 2 <~ ), 
max (IA a I, 1Yal) <~ 2 <~ . The case of 0 or limit ordinals is trivial, and so 
it remains to prove only that if max(IA~l, IY~I)< 2 <~ , then 
max(IA#+ll, IY~+Ii)< 2 <'~. Assume that tA~t < 2 <K, IYal < 2 <K. By 
Lemma 17.3, =a a has at most 2 <~ equivalence classes on Y, so 1Ya+ l I 
t Yfl + 2 <~ = 2 <~. Now i f~ c Ya+l' then (~ has length <~) which im- 
plies that ISupp(~)t < K; it follows that 
IA~+II=I 0 Supp(~)l~<~:'lY~+ll : to '2  <K =2 <~. 
O~Yo+ t 
This completes the induction, and so lEvi ~< 2 <~ for all ~ <~ to. Note 
that A = Ua<KA o. Let 9 ~ Y. By the regularity of tc and the fact that 
c A Take I Supp(~)l < ~: there is some/3 < ~: such that Supp(~b) n A K _ a 
d/~ YO+ l so that ~--A a ~/. Then Supp(¢) n Supp(~) C _ Supp(~) :~ A C. 
A a, so by Lemma 17.4 (tbr A a) k-¢ A ~ ~ V0 implies t--~ ~< V0. But 
~, ~ ~ Y so by the choice of Y this implies ¢ = ~k, hence¢~ Ya+! c_ y .  
The conclusion is that Y = Y~. and so I YI ~ 2 <~ , for regular g. 
If ~ is singular then for any ~, < g the above shows that Y contains 
at most 2 x B.t's of len,);h <;k + , and hence IYI <~ Zx<~ 2x = 2<~" Th  
completes the proof. [] 
§ 18. Bypassing the predicate language 
The aim of this section is to outline an alternative approach to the 
subject of this paper, which is based on syntactical considerations 
concerning B.t's and avoids the introduction of the predicate language. 
(See note (5) on p. 427). 
One begins by defining B.t's, valuations, free B.a's, derivations of 
inequalities between B.t's and the B.a's T/ r  I-, and proving their basic 
properties as in § l I. Then the B.t's ~x and px ° are introduced by 12.3. 
Their defin,;tion can be motivated by the following two lemmas (cf. 
{3, Lemma 3.3 and ~flaeorem 3.4), the first of which ~ustifies :ailing 
the *rx N's locating (propositional) formulas. 
18.1. Lemma. Let f be a i - I  fimction /,'om ~2 onto a trans:tive set t. 
Consider any valuation (¢B,/) in which 
{I n if f (M) e f(N), 
IIqMN II = 0 ~ otherwise 
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(for all M, N ~ 12). Then for each N E 12 and each x, 
1 q" if f (N) = x, 
I[~x II = 0 ~ otherwise. 
18.2. Lemma. Let/'and t be as above, and let (c8 o, I o ) be a valuation 
such ,hat dom(l  o) ~ t. Consider a valuation ( ce o, 1) st~.O ttlat, for all 
M ,N~ ~,  
1 i f  f(M) E f(N), 
IlqMN Ill = 0 if f (M) ~i f(N), 
and whenever f(M) ~ dom(10), Iir M Ill = lo (f(M)) (such an L though not 
unique, clearly exists). Then for any x ~ dora(10), lo(x) = lip°Ill, tlence, 
for any B.t. ¢) defined in ( ~o'  1o ), II~ll/o -- [IK(~)Itj (where K is the trans- 
lation defined in § 12). 
The proof of Lemmas 18.1 and 18.2 is rather straightforward and left 
to the reader (there is no need to go through the predicate language). 
18.2 is somewhat awkward in formulation, but it really asserts that if 
one looks at K as a transiation from (an arbitrary) propositional language 
to one based on the atoms qMN' tN (M,N ~ I2), then ar~y Boolean model 
for the former can be interpreted by A" in a model fo; the latter with 
values in the same B.a., provided only that a 1 -1 correspondence of I2 
and some large enough transitive set can be found. 
Now suprose that 12 is infinite countable, and let us restrict all sets 
temporarily to HC = H(~ 1 ) (= {x I TC(x) is countable }), so that any two 
infinite sets have a 1 - 1 correspondence. Then 18.1 implies that if 
(M,x) =/= (N,y) (M,N~ ~2), thel, the inequality ~x < ~y is false in some 
two-valued model (i.e., valuation in the B.a. 2 = {0< 1 )), hence 
~nMxx ~< q .  A similar argument, based on 18.2 proves that i 2.8 is true 
when ( l "u  ( r} )~ HC. 
The problem now is how to prove 12.7 and 12.8 in full generality, 
i.e., without countability assumptions. This can be done by ~eans of 
a set-theoretic meta-theorem due to L~W ([ 13, Theorem 361 ). The 
special case we need is this: 
Let ¢ be a Z l -formula (of set theory). Then 
(3x  I . . . .  , x~)  (~) (x ! ..... x , , )  ~" (3x  I , . . . ,  x, ,  ~ l tC )  (~) (x 1 ..... x , , )  
is a~ theorem of ZF (L6vy proved this for ZF + dependent choices, but it 
is known to hold for ZF too; actually there is p.o special reason to avoid 
AC here.) 
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To apply this theorem we must assume that B.t's, inequalities and 
derivations have been defined in a natural way within set theory. For 
instance take 
Px = (0,x) ,  "1¢= (1,0),  (¢< ~)=(4 ,  q~, ~k) 
AX = (2, X), VX = (3, X), 
and define derivations ~~ sequences or trees in some definite way. Lifo 
in 12.7, 12.8 there is no loss of  generality in assuming for definite ess 
that qg~¢ = Pro, M. Jr), rN = P(l,N) (~4, N ~ I2). We assert hat the state- 
ments "~2, N. x. y afford a counter-example to 12.7", "~2, P, r afford a 
counter-example to 12.8" are both equivalent in ZF to Z j -formulas. 
This is rather easily seen from the known closure properties o f  Z zF - 
formulas (see [ 13 ] or [ 11 ] ), once one proves that "F i-- r" and "P ~ r"  
are both Z zv . Assuming this, the proof of 12.7 and 12.8 is complete. 
because we already know that there is no counterexampie in HC, and 
can apply L6vy's theorem. 
Now, the Z zF -ness of  "F  I- r" is obvious because "P t-- r" means the 
existence of a derivation of  r from F. The Z zF -ness of "F t-/- r" is also 
easy to see, because by the completeness theorem it is equivalent to the 
existence of a valuation in which F is true and r false. [The same remarks 
are valid for predicate logic, becaus~ models with values in incomplete 
B.a's can be allowed; while writing the final version of this paper I found 
that this fact had also been observed by Gregory [6, Lemma 3.1, p.453] ; 
an alternative proof of the A zF -ness of "l--" follows from Barwise's com- 
pleteness theorem.] 
Thus we see that 12.7 and 12.8 are 3~roved without using the predicate 
language. 15.5 can be proved in the same way - first directly for the 
case ~2, F, r ~ HC and then by L~vy's theorem in the general case. The 
considerations of § 16 now make clear that all the theorems of previous 
sections that do not deal explicitly with predicate-formulas are provable 
on the basis of 12.7, 12.8 and 15.5 in so far as the original proofs are 
not already in terms of B.t's (as in § 13, 14, 17). 
Thus for all algebraic results L6vy's tht.orem can take the place of  the 
predicate language. Note that the relative importance of syntax (versus 
semantics) is greater in this approach. Whereas previously one could view 
'T  I- r" simply as short for "r is a Boolean consequence of 1"', ~:ere one 
needs a syntactical definition of it to verify the Z t -ness. 
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CHAPTER !! 
EXTENSION TO PARTIALLY ORDERED STRUCFURES; 
CONNECTIONS WITH FO|~t..ING AND APPLICATIONS 
We are going to present he basic idea of §4 in a new form. Instead 
of talking about equivalence classes of formulas w.r.t, the relation -M 
(~=M ~b iff ll~[fl II M = II~k[f]ll g for all assignments f into the Boolean- 
valued model M), we represent each formula ~ (with free variables from 
{v,, I n < w}) by the function q~ which takes to ¢ffj') = ll¢[/']lJ~/each 
assignment f :  {v,t n < to} -* M. Thus 4) -e  ~b iff ~ = ~. In this way it is 
seen that the countably generated B.a. ~ in which cB is completely 0 
embedded can be viewed as an algebra of functions into q31 (the nor- 
real completion of q~0 ), and a closer examination shows that functions 
into q3 0 suffice. Thus, q3 can be taken as a subaigebra of  a direct power 
93 0 w of q30 , consistir~g of functions/j defined on the space W of all 
assignments, such theft ~(x) depends on only finitely many coordinates 
of the assignment x (i.e., on the values assigned by x to finitely many 
variables). 
We generalize this basic idea in two ways: Firstly, B.a's are replaced 
by arbitrary posets (partially ordered sets), and sccondly {v n In < co } 
is replaced by (v N I N < ~ ) where f / i s  any regular cardinal, and one 
considers functions which depend on <~2 coordinates of the assignment. 
The representation by means of .~**to-formulas shows that the resulting 
poser of functions is <a2-generated. We also show how to handle addi- 
tional relations and operations with which the poset may be equipped, 
so the final result (22.1) is a very general embedding theorem with car- 
dinality bounds (the reader can find the exact formulation there - it is 
too long to reproduce here). As special cases or easy corollaries of 22. i 
we can get our previous embedding result for B.a's ( 16.1L and tLe same 
result for lattices, modular lattices, Stone algeb.as, etc. We also conclude 
that i f~  is regulaI, v I , v 2 < ~2 then every <~-complete (<v 1 , <v2)- 
distribzltive lattice (or B.a.) has a complete mbedding in a ~12-generated 
lattice (L.a.) of the same kind (§23). 
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In ,~24 we try to extend those results of Chapter I which refer not to 
a single B.a. but to the class of  all B.a's (e.g., results on free algebras and 
the translation result 12.8). We introduce the "lattice-r-terms" which 
are analogous to B.t's, use them to define free <It-complete algebras of 
type r and show that under certain assumptions on the class under co~- 
sideration most of the results obtained for the class of B.a's remairl valid 
To be sure, the situation is not yet completely clear, and some basic 
problems are not even touched upon. 
§ § 25 -26  explain the connection of cur approach with the one ~,:sed 
on forcing (for the case of B.a's) and use forcing to prove the following 
generalization of Kripke's theorem: Let I2 be regular. Each (<f~, <oo). 
distributive B.a. has a complete mbedding in some complete, <l~- 
generated (<12, <o, )-distributive B.a. 
(The corresponding generalization of the Gaifman-Hales theorem is 
known -- it was fom~d by Gaifman and Hales themselves.) 
We could also get cardinality estimates here, but this task is now 
routine and left to the reader (perhaps finding best possible estimates 
is non-trivial). 
In §27 we present some possible directions of further development, 
and an example of the application of our methods to infinitary logic on 
models of weak set theories. 
In general the exposition continues to be self-contained asin Chap- 
ter 1, except hat we have had to assume some knowledge of, and pref- 
erably also previous experience with, iorcing in § 26 and primitive- 
recursive set functions in §27. Explaining these matters would imrease 
the length of the chapter too much, but detailed references are given. 
Since the subject of this chapter contains ome unexplored omains, 
there was no point in giving a very detailed exposition of the kind given 
in Chapter 1, or of checking if each lesult is best possible as done there. 
Rather we have contented ourselves with a less formal pre~entatiol, and 
have left proofs wt, ose ideas are clear from Chapter I to the reader. This 
a!~o helped to save time and space, and a more complete pre: atation 
had better wait until the study reaches a mo.e advanced stage. 
The notations and terminology are those of Chapter I, with some 
obvious extensions of various concepts from B.a's to partially ordered 
structures. Sometimes we denote a structure (set with relations and 
operations) by a script letter (e,g. Q ) and the underlying set by the 
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corresponding ita!ic letter (Q), but we shall not be very consistent in this 
usage (especially in the case of B.a's or of posets without additional struc- 
tures). 
§ 19. Poser-valued models 
Given a language ~, the ~oo., -l'ormulas constructed from atomic ones 
by A, V, V, 3 only are called ~**,o ÷-formulas (by adding names lor the 
elements of  a set A, we get the .t? , ÷ (A )-formulas). Let Q be a poset, ~o a 
language. A Q-valued model M for ~o is defined like an ordinary model 
except that an n-place predicate R ~ ~o is interpreted by a function 
R M" M n ~ Q. In such a model/k', 120.,o+(M)-~entences can be evaluated 
as in Boolean-valued models, interpreting A, Vby A Q (meet in Q) and 
V, :1 by V O (join in Q). However, some meets and joins may fail to exist 
ic, Q, and we therelbre assign an improper value .* (~Q) in the "undef ined" 
case, as is done fo~" B.t's in § 1 1. An .e.., +(M)-formula ~ is ;aid to be 
strongly defined in M when for every assignment fo f  values in M to its 
free variables, q~[f] is defined in M (i.e., Ilk[f] II~: ~ Q). 
Note that: 
( 1 ) every atomic _O(M)-formuia is strongly defined in M; 
(2) if AX or VX is strongly defined, so is every member of  X; 
(3) if (Vu) (~k) or (:lu) (~) is strongly defined, so is ~(u ) tbr every 
unbindable variable o. 
When Q = {0 ~< 1 ) is the two-element poset, Q-valued models are 
called two-valued apd can be identified with ordinary models, so that 
M ~ ¢ iffll¢ll M = 1. 
So much for generalities. Now consider a fixed poset Q which is given 
as an indexed set Q = {~'i t i ~ A } where A is transitive, and assume that 
Q has extreme lements 0, 1 (0 <~ x ~< 1 for all x ~ Q). This implies 
A 4= 0 and we consider the tbllowing Q-valued model M for ~ = {e, e',P) 
(e, b- are binary predicates, P a unary predicate). M = <A, ~ ' ,  J,t, pM) 
where for x,y E A" 
eM(x,y)= {10 .xEy ,  
otherwise, 
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~M(x,y)={~ xEY,etherwise, P(x)=qx" 
We define the locating formulas ~x (cf. 2.1)as follows: 
%(0 o) = (Vu) (u go o v V -r),(u)) ^  A (3u)(u e o o ^  7r~(u~). 
)'EX yC-x 
As in §3 we put Px -- C lu) (rrx(~) A P(u)). It is easily verified that in the 
model M, Itlrx.(~)ll = 1 i fx  = a, = 0 otherwise (any x and any a E_-- A), 
IlPxll = qx i fx  ~ A (and IlPxll = 0 otherwise). 
§ 20. The poset C of cylindric functions 
Let Q -- {qi I i E A } (A transitive) be a poset with 0, 1 and let ~2 be a 
regular cardinal. The Q-valued model M for ~ = {e, e-, P} has been de- 
fined in § 19. An .t2** +-formula $ is called, in this context,  admissible 
when the set of free variables o rs  is a subset ol (o N i N < ~2) whose 
cardinality is <f~, and $ is strongly defined in M. We t'~se the notation 
Sub*($) (as defined in 5.2) in the Z-sense where Z = { v m I N < [2 } (we 
use N, N', N o .... as variables over ~).  I f$  is admissibk and ~0 ~ Sub*($) 
the~. $ is admissible. 
PutW= {x ix '~2-*A) .RegardQW= (~l~.W_~Q}asaposetCa  
direct power of Q), aqd for each q ~ Q let q* be the constant fuaction 
W-~ {q) Then * is a complete mbedding of Q in QW and we put 
Q* = {q* I q ~ Q). ~ ~ QW is called cylindric when (3No< I2) (Vw, x ~- W) 
[w I N o = x l N o =, ~(w) = ~(x)]. Put C = {~ ~ QW I ~ is cylindrit ). Clearly 
Q*~C. 
For each admissible formula ¢ let ~" W ~ Q be defined by ~(x) = 
IIq~[x] IIM (x ~ W), vhere x is identified here with the assignment 
o N ~, x(N) (N < [2) into M. Since ¢ is admissible, ~ is well-defined and 
cylindric. Also, Pi is the constant function q* (i ~ A), where .o i is 
defined at the end of § 19. 
Consider now any set T of admissible formulas uch th  {Pi I i ~ A } c_C_ T 
and (V¢~ T) (Sub*(~) ~ T). Put T= {~I ¢,~ T} and then Q* ~ Tc_-C, 
and * is a complete mbedding of Q in T (the latter being regarded as a 
sub-poset of  QW). We observe that for each admissible formula q~: 
( l ) l f¢ :AXthen~=Acq,~x~,and in fac t~=A0~ xQw ~;dua l ly forVX. .  
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(II) !f~b = (Vv) (~b) then ~ = A~z<n ¢,(u~e) and dually for (3u) (~b) 
(here the meet in C is not necessarily tbe iheet in QW). 
The proofs are easy but in (il) one uses the restriction on the number 
of free variables of ~. 
It follows by imauction on the depth of  formulas ¢ ~ Tthat  {~1 ¢~ T, 
"b  is atomic } generates the poset T y means of meets and j~)ins existing 
in T which are actually meets (joins resp.) also in the larger poset C. Thus 
Tis ~<I2-generated and * is a complete mbedding of Q in 7". 
We now turn to some interesting choices of T: 
(0) T O = U Sub*(Pi). i~A 
This is the smallest T satisfying our assumptions. Note that Pi' lri(vN), 
P(v x ) E T o /'or all i ~ A, N < I2. Let 
( l j  P={pI (3No<I2) [P :No- ,A I}  
For each p ~ P and i ~ A consider the formHa Cp.i = At {Trm,~,)(oi, s ) 1 
Nc dora(p)) u (Pi})" Under any assignmer.t x ~ W we have: 
II¢p.i[xl tla~ = A Q [(IIcr.I)(N)(X(N))IIMINe dora(p) w {)tPitl~/} ] 
={0i  i fp _C x- 
otherwise. 
Thus if we takeT l = T o u {¢p,i i p e P. i e A }, T 1 satisfies the assump- 
tions on T and T~ contains, for each p E P. i E A the function 
"~pi "X w'{qoi PC--x (XE W). 
' otherwise 
The interest in T l sterns from the followihg observation: The set 
B = {~p i I p ~ P, i ~ A ) is ¢, basis for C in the sense that each/j ~ C is 
a join (~c)  of elements of B. Indeed let/~ E C and choose N o < £~ such 
that ~(x) depends only on x I N o (for x ¢ W). For each p : N o ~ A let 
/j(p) be the common value ~(x) for all x 3_ p. Clearly ~(x) = V 0 {~p.i(x) I 
p : N O -+ A. qi =/J(P) ) for each x ~ W. Therefore putting B' = {~p ~.1 
p:  N o -* A. qi =/~(P)  we have B' c_ B and ~ = VOWB ' = VCB '. Th'u~ B, 
and hence T 1 , is a basis for C. The argument also shows that putting 
dp = V {~)p.i ] p : N O -* A, qi = ~(P) ) we have ~ = ~. Note that q~ is admis- 
sible and has the form VX for some X c Tl. This leads to our next choice 
of T. 
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(2) T 2 = T~ u {VX 1 X G Tj and VX is admissible }. 
T 2 satisfies our assu:nptions on T and by the last observation ~2 = C. 
To sum up: Q* C T0 c ~ c Tz = C, each Ti (i = 0, 1,2) is generated 
by {~1 q~ 6 T O and q~ is atomic} (whose power is <-f~) by means of the 
partial operations Ac,  V c (without going out of Ti), and hence by 
means of A ~), V~,  Also TI is a basis for C (that is, generates C 3y 
mee, ns of V c alone). 
Let us note another property of C: I fD  c_ C, tDI < [2 and D hat; a 
meet ~o in QW then ~0 ~ C (and thus ~0 = ACD)" Indeed we must have 
~0(x) = A O {~(x) I ~j ~ D } for each x ~ W, and clearly if each ~j E D is 
cylindric and tDI < [2 then ~0 is cylindric (regularity of ~2 is used here). 
An analogous remark applies to joins, l f, in particular, Q is <~-complete  
0.e., every s,:bset of Q of power <~2 has a meet and a join in Q), theq 
so is QW hence so is C. Also, il'Q is <~0-complete (that is, a lattice) 
then C is <~o-complete oo. 
§ 21. Extending relations and operations from Q to C 
We now consider the situation in wtAch our poset Q is equipped with 
additional, possibly infinitary, relations and operations, thus becen,!ng 
a partially crdered structure Q. First let us clarify our terminology. 
By a typt; of strocture we mean any set r of  relation and operateon 
symbols, bt~t now these symbols are taken to be R~, O~ for any set 
(usually ordinal) r /and any i (in §5 r/was required to be a natural 
number), n serves as the index set for the "eml:ty places" (argume~lts) 
of the relation or operation. In a structure Q of type r etch r = R~ ~ r 
is interpreted as a relation rQ ~ Qn and each o = O~ E r as an operation 
o o : Q,~ .., Q where Q is the domain of individuals (which we us~: ,.lly 
denote by tb.e italic capital letter corresponding to the scI'ot letter used 
for the structure). 
If r contain~the two particular predicates ~ and ~< (R~ and ]-, say) 
we call r a type of partially ordered structures. A structure Q of such a 
type is said to be a partially ordered structure (p.o.s.) when ~o is the 
equality relation on Q, and ~< 0 is a partial order. When Q is a p.o ~;. we 
shall denote <-<Q also by ~<0, and meet and join in ~<Q by A Q, V Q . When 
AOA, VQA exist for every A ~ Q [of power <v] we say that Q is a com- 
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plete [<v-complete] p.o.s. Q is 0-complete (i.e., < l-complete) i f f< 0 
has extreme lements 0O, 1 Q. and we then ~y also the p.o.s. O is 
bounded (in all these notations the superscript 0 is often omitted). 
"Ilae notions of isomo,phism, substructure, direct product, homo- 
morphism and embedding are defined for structures (of  any type r) as 
,~ ual (see, e.g., [4, {}36] ). Note that an embedding is required to pre- 
serve relations in both directions, so that a ! -1  homt~:norphism is not 
always an embedding. In the case of p.o.s's we also have the notions of 
a <v-substructure (one closed under meets and joins of-..,, e'cments 
existing in the original p.o.s.), a <v-complete homomorphis ia or em- 
bedding (cr~iled complete when v = oo) and variants of these. 
We mention that if 0 is any rtructure and 1t' a set, then " delmcd in 
{}20 is an embedding of O in the direct power Qw, and in case Q l a 
p.o.s, so is Qw and * is a complete mbedding. It follows that in ths  
case if (3 is any substructure of  Qw and Q* ~ C, then * is a complct~ 
embedding of O in t3. 
From now o11 we consider the following situation: 
(I) Q is a bounded p.o.s., 
(2) Q = {qi I i ~ A ?~. A transitive, 
(3) I2 Ls a regular cardinal, and each operation of Q is a <I2-ary (i.e., 
if O~ ~ (type of Q), then I~ll < 12). 
In {}20 we have defined the set Wand the set C~ QW of cylindric func- 
tions (actually (C; <c)  is a <I2-subposet of (Q; <c)w ). We note that C 
is closed under the operations of Qw, and hence determines a substruc- 
ture C of Qw. This follows easily from the fact that if 17/1 < ~ and ~i is 
cylindric for each i E rl, then by tt~e regularity of I2 there is an N < I2 
such that, for x.y ~ IV, x I N = y I N implies (Vi ~ rl) (~i(x) = ~i(y)). 
Thus given the bounded p.o.s. Q we have not only a poset b~t a bounded 
p.o.s, e of the same type in which Q is completely embedded and which 
is <~-generated already as a poser. Note that i fv < ~ and (Q; ~<(2) is 
<v-complete, one is tree to enrich Q by the two v-ary operations of  meet 
and join. Then the corresponding operations induced on C will be the 
v-ary meet and join of (C; <c)  (and in particular ,~: is <v-complete, but 
this we already know). 
In {}20 we have defined the subsets T o ~ T 1 c.C_ 72 = C. T 0 and T l 
will no,, in general, be closed under the operations of ~. However, let 
Co c_ ~ be the closure of  T0 under: 
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(1) meets and joins of <f~ element which exist in e (or even only 
those which exist in Qw and belong to C). 
(2) the operations of e. 
It is easily seen from § 20 that C O ~ Tt and C O is generated by 
t¢ I ~ ~ T 0, ~ ~tomic } by means of meets and joins existing in e. Also, 
(;i~ is the domain of a substructure e 0 of ~, and e 0 (like ~, is a <~-  
substructure of QW. Thus e 0 has all the mair: properties of e (rod is 
more "economic" than e whe~ one comes to cardinality estimates). 
§22. Generalization to ~a generators and cardinality estimates 
We have seen how to embed the structure Q in a <12-generated 3truc- 
ture e. Now suppose ~a i> I2 and one wants to embed O ina<~ - 
generated struct we (in the hope of reducing the ccmplexity of genera- 
tion as compared to the case of<g2 generators). The procedure of 
§ g ! 5-16 can be followed, or one can give a unified treatment of all 
cases by using locating tormulas in a set-theoretic universe with indi- 
viduals ("urelementen'). It is not expedient to "simplify" things by 
taking ~ as the new value of 12, because this would lead to an unneces- 
Ot 
sarily large e or (30 . Since no new ideas beyond those of § 15 are in- 
volved, we shall present the main result (Theorem 22.1) in the mcs,* 
general form without proof. 
Before giving the result we shall exl~!ain oar terminology concerning 
the complexity of generation. Let e be a p.o.s., and let G c_ C. By 
[G] <~ we mean, for regular ~:, the closure of G under meets and ioins 
of <r  elements existing in e and those operations of ~ having <kc 
places. For singular  we put [G] <K = O~<~ [Gl<x. , e , and this hold., for 
<K = C we say that G generates ~ in regular  > ~o as well. When [G] e 
the <r-sense. Let us also say that G generates e in the weak <r~-sense 
when C is the closure of G under meets and joins of <r  elements ~xist- 
in~ in C and all the operations of e (thus for singular , G generates <3 
in the weak <r-sense iff G generates e in the weak <r  ÷-sense). The 
expressions "e  is (<v, <r)-generated"~ "C is weakly (<v, <r)-generated" 
and their variants are self-explanatory (various intermediate s r. ses of 
generation may also prove interesting). 
The following theorem summarizes and supplements all our pr vious 
work. 
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22.1. Theorem. Let ~2 be a regular cardinal and ~ >>- ~,  Let O be a 
bounded p. o. s, in which each operation is < ~2-ary. Tit en th ere is a 
bounded p.o.s. C o f  the same type, and there are sets W and G such that 
all the jbllowing hold: 
(1) C is a substructure of  ow, and contains the constant .lilncliollS 
IV W ~ Q, s'~ that the natural embedding of  O in Q is' a c, mtplete mbed- 
ding of  ~ in e. 
(2) e is, moreorer, a <[2-substructure of Qw itence. (f v ~ g2 a~d 
is <~-complete, the:" Q is <u-complete. 
(3) G c_ C, IGI ~< b~ and G generates C by means of meets and joins 
existing in ~ (that is, G geuerates (C: <c) in the <oo-sense). 
(4) I f  IQi <~ t~ a, then W = I. e = (21 (for this case the estimates in (5), 
(6) are uninteresting, ,[or one can assert that ICI = IQI and G (= C)gener-  
ates ~ in the <~o-Sense). 
(5) Let ~:i = min{~: I IQI <~ lq <~,~  [2 < ~: }, ~2 = min{~ I ~l ~ ~:' ~2 < 
+ and i]" tOl <~ ~s~ then ~:l = t~2 = [2+)" ?Tten cf(K)} (thus tc I <~ ~2 <~ ¢--! ~ '
G generates G in the weak <~1 -sense and in the <~2-;:ense (so Q is 
~< b~ ~, <~2 )-ge;terated). 
(6) Let t) o be the number of  otwration symbols in the type of  O. Then 
ICI ~< (max( IQI ,v0)} <~ attd ICI = IQI when ~2 = n o attdv o ¢ max(~ 0. IQI) 
22.2. Remark. ( 1 ) In the proof  (for the non-trivial case IQI > So ) one 
should take e as the structure called G 0 in §21. 
(2) The reader is advised to put ~2 = G 0 in the theorem (and possibly 
also ~ a. = t~ 0 ) in order to see that it contains Theorem 16.1 (and ['~, 1 ) 
as a special case (clearly 22.1( 1 ) implies that if Q = (Q, .<c), AC~, Vt2 q¢ ,  
1Q , 0 Q > is a B.a., then so is ~). 
§23. Implications of the main result 
The main points in Theorem 22.1 are clause (1) and the fact that e 
is ~< ~ s-generated in various senses. Clause (2) can be subsumed under 
(1) in most of  the interesting cases, where one incorporates the meet 
and join operations in the structure Q. Now, clause ( I ) implies that 
many interesting properties of Q are shared by ~, namely - all those 
properties which are preserved under direct powers and substructures. 
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The most useful sufficient condition for this is that the property be 
expressible by a uriversal Horn sentence. This is well-known for finitary 
languages, and is as easy to check in the general case, but let us explain 
briefly what we mean here. Let r be the type of Q. From the operation 
symbols in r and variables ui, o i (any i) we can form r-terms (which are 
necessarily of length <f~). The relation symbols in r, when applied to 
r-terms, lead to r-atomic-formulas, and among them equations and 
inequalities (since {~, < } c r). Bythe  connectives and quant ih ,~ -1, 
A, V, V, 3 we can form r~.o- or even r~.~-formulas (i.~-., allow qu:~ntifi- 
cation on sets U l , U 2 .... of bindable variables). The valuation of  terms 
and satisfaction of  formulas in assignments into struct ares of type r is 
defined as usual. A universal Horn sentence is one of the form (VU) 
(AX  -~ ~)  where ~ is an atomic formula and X a set of atomic formulas. 
Just as for the finitary ( o )-language, one proves that if o is such a 
sentence, then O~ a =, O '~ a =, (3 ~ o. 
In particular, every atomic formula that holds identically in O. holds 
i(~entically in e (identically = for all assignments). 
As a very special example take [2 = S0 and suppose that Q -- (Q; ~<o, 
^~2, . ,0, 10 ' 0 o) is a bounded modular latt'ice. Since modularity can be 
expressed ~,y an equation, the theorem (with ~,~ = [2 = ~0 ) shows that 
Q has a complete mbedding in a bounded modular lattice e = (C; ~<c, ...), 
such that e is countably generated (il:deed (~< ~ 0, <~:)-generated where 
is the first infinite cart~inal satisfying IOl ~< 2 <~) and ICI = IOi. (Note 
that if ^O, v O are the meet and join in ~<Q, then the hlduced operations 
on C are the meet and join in ~;c.) In this example "modular lattice" 
could be replaced by arbitrary lattice, distributive lattice etc. Consider- 
ing lattices with additional operations, one gets the same results t, ~r 
Boolean algebras, lattices with (relative) pseudo-complementation, Stone 
algebras etc. 
Next we consider examples with ~2 > S0" A poset is said to be (<vj ,  
<u 2)-distributive when the equality 
A V bi /= V A 
i~l i~Ji  f~ II Yi i~I bi[(i) 
iE l  
holds in it for all families (bi/) of elements for which III < v I , I.I i J < v 2 
for all i ~ I, the left-hand side is defined and all meets on the rig;at-hand 
side exist. (av j ,  ~v2)-distributivity is similarly defined. 
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Now suppose O is a <,Q-complete, (<v I , <v  2 )-distributive p.o.s. We 
may assume that the <~2-ary meet and join operations of (Q; <0)  are 
incorporated in the structure Q. Now, i fv  t ,v  2 < ~2 and [1 I1 < v t , 
(V i  E 1) (IJii < v 2) imply IF l iel J i t  < I2], then the (<v I , <v 2 J-distributive 
law can be expressed by a set of equations involving the <12-ary meet 
and joir~ operations, and hence tile law will hold in C as v;ell. It is worth 
noting however, that the (<v I , <v 2 )-distributive law is preserved from 
O. to e whenever Q is <12-complete and v 1 , v 2 ~ ~,  because for the 
index sets L J~ (i E / )  satisfying Ill < I2, tJil < ~2 (i E 1) it can be ex- 
pressed by the universal Horn sentence 
[ (.,, ,.0) (Vtto) (V (Uij t i ~" l' ] e Ji } ) "f~A~I1 Ji e l  uif( i) 
i~ ! 
i l J6Ji 
where A, V are various <~2-ary operation symt~ols for meet and join (all 
assumed to belong to the type r of Q), wh i le /~ is the conjunction in 
the language r~.  This proves the following result. 
23.1. Theorem. I f  in 22.1 Q is' <~2-comp'.ete and  (<v I . <v~ )-distr ibutive, 
and v I , v 2 < I2, then e is (<~2-complete  and)  (<v I , <v 2 )-distributive. 
The reasoning leading to 23.1 breaks down when the (<I2, </a)- 
distributive law is considered for/~ > I2. For the special case of B.a's 
we shall prove by a forcing argument that if Q is (<I2, <o~)-distributive 
so is e, but I do not know if this holds for lattices and what happens if 
~2 </a< oo. 
§ 24. Classes of partially ordered structures 
So far we have been considering a single structure Q, trying to embed 
it in a ~<I2-(or <~a-)generated structure of the same type. For B.a's, 
however, we have had also translation results like 12.8, and results about 
embeddings and cardinalities of  free algebras. We may expect that such 
resu2ts can be generalized if tile class of  B.a's is replaced by a class A of  
p.o. fs  satisfying some conditions. We shall now sketch how this ca~ be 
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done, but we shall not even try to generalize the results pertaining to 
complete B.a's arid those dealing w~th the number of disjoint elements, 
because the proofs of these use rather specific l:roperties of B.a's. 
Suppose we are given a regular cardinal fZ, a type r of  p.o.s's such 
that each operation symbol of r is <~2-ary, and a class A of bounded 
S' p.o. s of type r (think of the case ~ = ~0'  r the type of B.a's and A the 
class of  B.a's). First we wish to define the lattice-r-terms, whi, o', are the 
analogues of Boolean terms, lhese are formed from the variable.s (which 
v~e prefer to denote now Pi rather than u i, v i) just like the r-terms of 
§ 23 except hat we allow two additional operations A and V, which 
may be applied :o any set of  terms and which are interpreted in valua- 
tions as meet and join (a valuation is a pair (0,  1) where O is a p.e.s, of 
type r and 1 a function into (2). As in the case of  B.t's we allow an 
improper value * to i, andle the "undefined" case. Note that if the type 
r of B.a's contains, say, besides ~ and ~ also two binary operations- 
symbols for meet end join, a unapt operation symbol for complementa- 
tion, and constants for I and O, then the lattice-r-terms are not exactly 
the B.t's defined earlier, but the differences are inessential. From the 
lattice-r-terms we may form atomic formulas by the relation symt'~ls in 
r. We may also form (lattice-r)**,-formulas, but these are not needed 
here. 
We denote lattice-r-terms by ~, X, ~ .... and atomic formulas ty  
• , q' . . . . .  A (lattice-z-)atomic formula 4" = R~((q~ilJ ~ rid is said to be 
defined in the valuation (Q, / )  when each q~] is defined, and then • is 
true (satisfied) or false according as <ll~yll 0,t I ] ~ r/) is a member of (R~) ~ 
or not. 
So far the definitions have referred only to r. The class A is important 
for the following definition: Let I" be a set of atomic formula% 4, an 
atomic formula. We write F I- 4, when for evenly valuation (O,/) ,  if 
(:? ~ A and in (0 , / )  all members of F are true and 4, is defined, then 4, 
is true. I--4, means ~ ~- 4, (i.e., 4, is A-valid). 
We now define: 
- ~k(F) when P t-- ~ ~ ff (equivalently, F I-- ~ ~ ~b and F r- ff ~< ~). 
q~ - ff when ¢~ =- 4(0). 
Surprisingly enough, it is not obvious at all that - (F )  or even - ~s a 
transitive relation (I suspect his is false for some d~oices of  A but have 
not checked it) because if ~ = X and X = ~ and ~, ~ are define,_ in (Q, / )  
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then × need not be defined and it is conceivable that tlqJll 4: II ~,11 in ( O,/). 
Therefore we introduce the following assumptioh on A. 
(I) For every O 6 A and every infinite cardinal K there is a <K-complete 
Q' ~ A and a <K-complete embedding of O in O', 
(In the case of B.a's one takes O' as the ncrmal completion of  O.) 
Assuming (1), -=(r) is easily seen to be an equivalence relation and more- 
over, if (~i I i ~ r/), (~b i I i c r/) are any two families of lattice-r-terms 
such that 0~ i - ~bi(P) tor all i ~ r/, then 
(¢~ l i~  77> = o (~t  i~  ~1) ( r )  
whenever o = 07 is an operation symbol in ¢, and F k- r(q~ i I i ~ ~1) iff 
F k- r(Jg i I i E  ~7) whenever r = R~ is a relation symbol in r. 
In order to apply Theorem 22.1 in the class A we assume further: 
(II) A is closed under direct products and <~2-substructures. 
We can now repeat he work of § 12. Let qMN' qM/v' FN (M, N < ~)  
be distinct individual variables and define the lattice-terms nffx by rccur- 
sion on x (cf. 12.3): 
• yex y ^ A ~ '  ) )'EX 
(M,N vary on ~. )  Then let pO = V~v(~x A r V), and def ine a translation 
K of arbitrary lattice-r-terms into those on the variables qMN" qMN' rN 
by: 
K(Px ) _ o - #x and K commutes with A, V and the open~tion symbols in 
r. Extend K in the obvious way to atomic formulas and sets of them. 
Then the considerations of § 12 can be adapted to get the following 
analogue of Theorem 12.8 (after proving a "rule of substitution" for t- 
and noting that, by (I1), QE A implies flint CE A wh~re (2 is the p.o.s. 
of §21). 
24.1. Theorem. For any set F u (dp) o f  lattice-r-atomic Jbrmulas, p k- ¢b 
i f f  K(P) ~ K(d#). 
Next we note that assumption (II) enables us to construct a free <K- 
complete p.o.s, over A on any number of generators where K is any 
regular cardinal ~>$2. One can take all lattice-r-terms on the variables Pi' 
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i ~ A (any set A) of length <~, divide them by the congruence r lation 
---- and define the operations and relations on the equi~;alence lasses by 
taking ~epresentatives (the classes [0i1, i ~ 77 stand in the relation corre- 
sponding to R7 (~ 1") iff t-RT<~ i i i E ~)l. This gives a <l¢-complete p.o.s. 
5r¢~(A ~ of type r, which is <to-generated by the equivalence classes 
Ip~!, i c A, and whenever O ~ A is <g-complete, / : A -~ Q, there is a 
uhique <K-complete homomorphism h : 9 "<* (A)~ 0 such that 
h([t~i I ~ = I(i} for all iEA .  The interesting point is that 5r<¢(A) ~ iso- 
morphic to an element of A. This follows from assumption (1I) by 
adapting a well-known device due to Birkhoff for constructing a free 
algebra in terms of direct products and subalgebras (cf. [4, § 25, Coi'c,i- 
lary 11 i. One reason for taking ~ I> ~ is that we are only assuming 
closure of A under <[2-substractures and in adapting Birkhoff's proof 
we take the product of many <~:-substructures of elements of A. We 
could also consider 9 r<~ (A) for certain singular cardinals g, but this can 
be !eft io the interested reader. If (Ii) is strengthened to closure under 
arbitrary substructures (and direct products) things become ven simpler. 
We can now repeat he argument at the beginning of  § 14 using 24.1 
instead of 12.8 to get (cf. 14.1): 
24.2. Theo,-em. Let ~ be a regular cardinal >I2, u <~ 2 <~. Then tt:ere is 
a <t¢-completc embedding o f  5 r<~" (I)) tn S r<~ (~2). 
~When 2 <x~ = ~2, as is the case for ~2 = t< 0 , the theorem is true also for 
K = ~ because we have u ~< ~.  But when 2 <~ > ~ it is not clear whether 
24.2 holds for ~ = ~2.) 
,.4._ can also be given in the more gentral Analogues of 24.1 and "~ "~ 
setting o f~<~ generators as in §§ 15-16, but we have no space for 
details. 
Finally the r~ ader might wish to know whether we can determine 
the ex,qct powe'" of cY'~ (~2) (or cy<~ (~,~)), and on the whole whether 
our cardinality estimates are best possible in the same strong se~ase that 
they are for B.a's. It turns out that the following further assuraptions 
suffice to ensure that A behaves exactly like the class of B.a's in all 
these respects (so that, e.g. 7<'(~c,)  = ~<~,~ etc.): 
(III) A contains at least one structure with more than one ei ement. 
(IV) I2 = S0 and v 0 ~< ~0 where v 0 is the number of operat~ .~ sym- 
bots ~n r. 
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Thus, if I2, r, A satisfy (besides the initial assumptions) ( I ) - ( IV)  then 
all our results about the class of B.a's, except possibly the aspects con- 
cerned with complete B.a's or with the number of disjoint elements, are 
good for the class A. The reader will have no difficulty in verifying this, 
cmce he notes that (III) implies that the generators [pil, i~  A of ~7<~(A) 
are pairwise distinct, and hence (using (II), (IV)) th;,,~ A contains truc- 
tures of any infinite power, 
Unfortunately, the only interesting cases | know in which (I)-( IV) 
hold, besides the ca.,;es of  arbitrary bounded lattices and B.a's, are the 
class of lattices (Z?; ^ , v, *, 1, 0) with pseudo-complementation, he 
class of lattices (~o; ^ , v, *, 1,0) with relative pseudo-complementation 
[5, pp. 58 61, Ex. 251 and t",e corresponding classes of meet-semi- 
lattices. These classes are eqt:ational [5, Ex. 23, 26] and are known to 
be closed under completion by cuts and so satisfy assumption (I). (See 
also [ 18, Ch. IV, 1.1 and 9.1 ~ .) 
For many natural classes, e.g. the class of bounded modular lattices, 
assumption (II) is satisfied (f; = ~0 ) and hence the theorem of §22 is 
useful, but it has not yet been checked how much of the work on B.a's 
carries over, and wkat new distinctions or concepts must be introduced 
in order to clarify this. 
§ 25. The generalized Gaifman-Hales theorem 
Since Kripke's embedding theorem entails the Gaifman-Hales theo- 
rem, we have concentrated ii: §§ 19-24 on extending the former. If we 
apply the same ideas to the proof of the Gaifman-Hales theorem in § 1, 
we arrive at the following observations: 
Let [2 be a regular cardinal, A a transitive non-empty set. Consider 
the two-valued modelM = (A, ~) for ~lle language -P= {e}, and define 
the locating formulas as in §2. Put W = {x I x : [2 ~ A ) (the zpace of 
assignments into M), and call a subset X of tV cylindric when there is an 
N< $2 such that, forx, y EW, x t N =y I N implies (x E X i f fy E X) 
(this is the natural specialization to Q = {0, 1 } of the definition of 
cylindric members of QW '~n § 20). The collection C of cylindric subsets 
of W is a <I2-complete field of sets, and hence determines a <I2- 
complete B.a. ~. Members of C can be represented in the form 
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= {x ~ W 1M ~ ~[xl", for ,t? ~M) fornmlas O, whose set of free 
variables is a subset of ~V N I N< SZ } of power <I2 (so called "'admissible 
formulas"). 
In particular, putting 
T o = IJ{Sub*trtx(ON)) i x E A, N< I2}, 
TI=ToU{AN<No rtptN'(VN) INo<I2 'p :No 'A  I ' 
T 2 = T 1 u (VX I X C_C_ Tl, VX is admissible }, 
we have 3 o c 31 c T2 = C, and we can show that 31 is a dense subset 
of C and ~ is generated by {~ 1 ~ ~- T 0, q~ atomic }, which 1= of power 
When I2 -- ~0 we have the Gaifman-Hales theorem. What is gained 
by considering an arbitrary regular I2 ? The main point is that e is 
(<I2, <*o)-distributive. We could prove this directly, but it is simpler to 
relate e to B.a'~ discussed in the literature. Consider I4/as a topological 
space with the basis {Bp I p ~ P} where P = {() I (3N < I2) (p : N ~ A) } 
and for p ~ P, Bp = {x ~ I¢ I p c__ x ). It is clear that each cylindric set 
is open and closed, and that each set Bp (p ~ P) is cylindric. Therefore 
e (and any dense subalgebra of ~) is a dense subalgebra of RO(W) 
(= the complete B.a. of regular open sets of the space W), so that RC(I¢) 
is isomorphic to the normal completion of e (hence RO(W) is <~2- 
generated too). To show that e is (<~,  <o*)-distributive, it suffice~ to 
show the same fc, r RO(W), and this is known from [19]. 
Solovay used (in [22] ) B.a's of the form RO(W) to prove the Ga;f- 
man-Hales theorem in the general form: 
25.1. Theorem [3, 7]. Let [2 be a regular cardinal. Then there exist 
arbitrarily large complete (<I2, <oo)~listributive <~2-generated B.a 's. 
Here we see that the fact that RO(W) is <I2-generated follows from 
the representation f cylindric sets by formulas in a natural way. More- 
over, the fact that we are using assignments into an arbitrary tra .lsitive 
non-empty set A rather than into an ordinal only enables us, by c,.,n~id- 
ering suitable subalgebras of e (e.g. [31 ] <~o ) to prove results like ~e 
fo!lowing: 
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I f  f2 is regular t¢ > ~2 and cf(a:) ~> 12, then the maximum power era 
(~<~, <tO-generated, (<P~, <~)-distributive B,a, is exactly 2 <~ (= I2 <~ }, 
We shall not go into further cardinality estimates of this kind, nor 
into the generalizations to < ~ ~ -generated (< I2, <,~ )-d ist ributive B.a's, 
mail,ly to save space and time. 
Although Solovay gave a computational proo[ that the complete B.a's 
q3 which he considered are countably (or ~<D-) generated, he had actually 
arrived at the result by considering the Boolean-valued models Iz¢~) of 
set theory (see [2(?] ), which are intimately connected with Cohen's 
notion of forcing. A "conceptual" proof that Re(w) is <~-generatcd 
and (<I2, <~)-distributive using basic facts about forcing and Scott-- 
Solovay models of set tiaeory can easily be extracted from some portions 
of the proof in 926, where an extension of Kripke's theorem is derived 
by these methods. Though unpublished, such proofs are probably well- 
known. From now on we have to assume that the reader is acquainted 
with the method of forcing. The most convenient source for our purposes 
is Jech's lectures [ 8 l, especially § § 16- 19. We shall use the terminology, 
;aotation and results of 9916-17,  and follow Jr'oh in taking a countable 
transitive ~-model ~ as the ground model, thou~ we could start with 
the universe V as in [20]. For morc details why one may assume that 
~satisfies each axiom of ZFC (separately) and why one may prove 
theorems in ZFC by showing that they hold in ~ see [14, pp. 132-1331. 
Our only deviation from Jech's terminolegy is that in his definition 
of an ~-generic set of conditions [8, p. 52] we replace condition (b) by: 
(Vx , ) 'eG) (3zEG) (z~x & z~<y),  
and call G an~-generic.ti'lter over 9. [8, Lemmt~ 45j is true for th,~ 
modified efinition. 
Given a B.a. q0 and a poser P, we say that P is dense in cB ~ {0} when 
P is a subposet of q3, not containing 0, and (Vb ~ q~ "-- {0} ) (3p ~ P) 
(p~< b). 
We shall make extensive use of the following facts [8, p. 49, Theorem 
29B and p.52, Lemma 45]: 
(l) If (B is a B.a., then cvery dense subposet of q3~ {0} is separative 
(as defined in [8, p. 48] ). 
(2). I fP is a separative poset then there is a complete B.a. ~ ,  unique 
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up te isomorphism over P (and denoted by RO(P)) such that P is a dense 
subposet of q~ ~ {0}. 
(3) If in the model ~ ,  93 is a complete B.a. and P a dense subposet of 
cO ~ (0}, then there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween ~-generic ultra- 
filters (u.l's) G on q~ and ~-generic filters G l on P given by 
G i Gr iP .  
G= {bE931(3pEGl )p<<.b}  
(and thus ~[G1 = ~[G 1 1). 
The reader is al~o advised to read about cardinal collapsing [8, § 18, 
Model V, pp.70--71 ] and the proof of Kripke's theorem [8, § 191..~ 
proof of  this kind was first found by Kripke, and its ideas can be used 
to get other results about B.a's [8, § 19, pp .76-78] ,  though apparently 
not the results of th. ~ present work. 
§ 26. A generalization of Kripke's theorem to 1<~, <o, )-distributive B.a's 
26.1. Theorem. Let I2 be a ,egular cardinal and 930 a (<$2, <oo)distri- 
butive B.a. Then 930 has a complete mbedding in some complete, 
(<~,  <oo)-distributive <<.~-generated B.a. ~'. 
After proving this by a forciLg argument we shall connect e' with the 
B.a. e of cylindric functions obtained from 930 by the method of §21. 
Since that construction depended on a representation f ~0 (there 
called Q) as an indexed set we shall start here also from a repre~.ntation 
930 = (b~ t i ~ A }, A transitive, and construct ~' from it (though for 
proving 26.1 in itself A could be assumed an ordinalL 
26.2. Lemma. Let q~ and CO be non-degenerate B.a's, and let Pl and P2 
be dense subposets of 93 ~ {0}, CO ~ {0}, resp. Then there is a complete 
B.~. e' such that PIXP2 is a Jense subposet of  e' ~ {0}, and e' is 
ulTic/ue up to isomorphism for given ~ and cO (independently e f  the 
c],o/ce of P1, P2 ) Moreover, 93 as well as co, has a complete mbedding 
in ~'. 
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Proof. Existence: Since Pj and P2 are separative so is Pl XP~, hence 
P1 ×/'2 is a dense subposet of  C' -- {0) for some complete B.a. e ' .  
Uniqueness: Let (3~) be the unique (up to isomorphism) complete B.a. 
such that (°B "- (0}) X(Cb ~ {0)) is  a dense subposct of e 0 {0}. Then, 
i fP  1 is dense in ~ ~ {0), P2 in ~ ~ {0} then PI XP2 is dense in e~"  {0), 
and thus (3~ is good for any choice of PI '  P;z" 
Embedding: Without loss of generality, Pl - q~ "" (0}, P2 = -7) ~ (0}. 
Since ~ is non-degenerate 1 :~ ~ Pz" Define h : q0 -* e '  by h(O) = 0 and 
h(b) = (b, 1) for b > 0. It is straightforward to check (using the density 
o fP  1 ×P~_ is e' ~ (0 ) )  that h preserves complements and (infinite) meets, 
hence is a complete mbedding of q~ i~a (~'. ~ is embedded in C' simi- 
larly. [] 
26.3. Remark. The B.a. C' is actually well-known. It is the normal com- 
pletion of the "tensor product" q~ ® ~ and one way to construct it 
explicitly (see [24, 5.17-1.181 is this: Let X 1, X 2 be the Stone spaces 
of q~, ~, resp., and let e' be (isomorphic to) the regular-open algebra 
of X 1 ×X 2 . This may be used to give an alternative proof  of the lemma 
(except possibly for the uniqueness). 
Theorem 26.1 is an immediate corollary of Lemma 26.2 and the 
following result. 
26.4. Theorem. Let $2 be a regular card:hal, ~o  a pron-degenerate 
(<I2, <~)-distributive B.a., 93 o = (b i [ i E A }, A transitive, Pi a dense 
subposet o f  q30-~ (0}. Let P 2 = {pl ( N< ~2). p :~:-* A), with the 
partial order p <~ q iff  q ~ p. 
Let e' be a complete B.a. such that Pl ×'°2 is a dense subposet of  
~ '~ (0~.. Then 
(1) ~' is (<~,  <,,~)-distributive; 
(II) e'  is <.~2-generated 
26.5. Note. Pl plays no role in the theorem, and could be chosen as 
q~o ~ (0), but by Lemma 26.2 the choice o fP  l does not affect ~'. The 
existence of C' follows easily once one notes that: if q00 is non-degen- 
erate, then IAI > 1 which implies that P2 is separative. By Lemma 26.2 
q~0 has a complete mbedding in ~', and this proves 26.! (the case of 
degenerate ~0 being tri.vial). 
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To prove 26.4 we shall use three iemmas known from the literature. 
26.6. Lemma (Pierce). Let 930 be a (<I2, <~)-distributive B.a., q3! its 
normal completion. Then qoj is (<$2, <*o)-distributtve. 
"I:lis is l 17, Corollary ,~. ; 1. The other two lemmas are concerned with 
a fixed countable transitive z-model  9X which satisfies each axiom t,$ 
ZFC. For each ordiflal a we put ~ '~ = {fl (3fl < a) f : fl ~ ~ }. 
26.7. Lemma (Scott). In ~ let I2 be a regular cardinal, 93 a complete 
B.a. "lTwn ~ is (<I2, <**)-distributi~,e in ~OI iff for each 9~-generic u.£ G 
on B, 9.~ [G] n ~<n = ~)2N 9~ <n (i.e. ~[GI  does not contain any new 
sequen,Tes of length <[2 of elements of ~ ~. 
Though not explicitly stated in this way, the theorem is essentially 
proved in [20, ,"~ 56-601.  
26.8 Lemma (Solovay). Let PI' P2 be posets with 1 (i,e., each has a 
greatest elemem) in ~,  and let G be an ~-generic filter on P] ×P2" Put 
G1 = {Pl E Pl l  (Pl ,  1)E G) , 
G2= (P2 ~P21 (1 ,P2)~ G) . 
Then G = G I × G2' G l is an ~-generic filter on PI ' G2 is an ~ [ G 1 ]" 
generic filter on P2 and ~., [ G ] = (~[  G ! ] ) [ G2 ]" 
This is a part of the Product Theorem [2, §8] ,  which is due to Sok, vay 
(cf. [23, 2.31 ). 
We are now ready for the proof of  26.4. It is enough to prove that 
the theorem holds in the model ~ .  So let [Z, 930 , A,  (b i I i E A), P!,  P2 
and t2' be elements of  ~ which satisfy all the assumptions in ~.  We 
shall prove that assertions (I) and (II) about (3' hold in ~.  
Proof of (I). By Lemma 26.7 it suffices to show that i fH  is any 9.~- 
generic u.f. on e ', then 92~ [H] n ~.q<n = ~ c~ ~<n.  Let H be such an 
u.f. and put G = H n (P lXP 2 ). Then G is an ~-generic filter on P1XP2- 
Without loss of generality 1 ~ 0 ~_ PI" /)2 also has a greatest element. Let 
G 1 and G 2 be the filters on PI '  P2 formed from G in Lemma 26 q. 
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Since~ [HI = ~[G]  = (9~[G, l) [G~] it suffices to show that: 
(a) ,~.r~IG~ ] n~ <~ = ~n~<" ; 
(b ) (~[G1] )  [G2] n~ <s~ =~J~[G!] n~ <n. 
Proof  of(a):  Let c~ I be the normal completion of q~0 in ~.  By 
Lemma 26.6 q'l I is (<I2, <,~)-dislribtttive (in ~l.r~). P! is a dease subposet 
of q01 ~ (0}. Since G! is ~-generic on ,° l , there is a, ~-genc6c u.f. G' I 
oil Bj such that ~IG~ ] = ~IG '  l I. By Lemma 2.67, ~l[G'tl c~ ~:~<~ = 
~n ~<n,  hence (a). 
Proof  o f (b) :  In ~,  P2 has (by the regularity of ~2) the following 
property: 
each descending seqt~ence (in P2 ) of length <~2 has a lower bound. 
It follows from (a) that P2 has the same property in~ [Gl] .  By I8, 
p. 66, Lemma 57] it follows (since G 2 is an ~ [G t ]-generic filter on P2) 
that (~[G I 1) [G 2 ] A (~[G I ])<n = ~2.2~[G! ] ~ (~.,~[G i 1 ) '~ ,  and this 
clearly implies (b) and completes the proof of  (li. 
Proof of (II). We first explain the intuition behind the proof: Let H be 
an et/t-generic t;.f. on U. Put G = H n (Pl x P2 ), G I = {P l ~ Pl I 
(Pl ' 1) ~ G }, G 2 = (P2 ~ P2 I. ( 1, P2 ) ~ G } (again we assume that 
1 ~o ~_ PI )" Then, as we know, G I and G 2 are N-generic filters on PI' 
P2 resp. It follows easily that F = UG 2 is a function from I2"onto A 
(P2 is the poset one would naturally use to "collapse" tAI to ~).  The 
relation R = ((M,N) 1M.N< I2, F(k/) ~ F(N)} can be used to "code" 
F, and indeed since A is a transitive set one may reconstn~ct F from R 
by noting that for any N < ~2. x ~ A : 
F(N) =x * x = (F(M) i R(M,N) )  
¢~ ((VM) [R(M,N) ~ (3y E x )F (M)  =y] ,  
& (Vy ~ x) (3M) JR(M, N) & t:(34) =y]} 
(thus {N i F(N) = x : is determined from R by E-recursion on x). (Note 
the similarity with Definition 2.1 of the locating formulas.) Since 
G 2 = (F I N I A t < $2 ). we see that the information ee(~ed to specify 
G; is contained in R (~ ~ ×~2). What about G l ? Since 
Gl c P1 c C_ q~o = {bi I t E A ) = "[bF(N) [ N < E~ }, 
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it is clear that G m is determined from F (hence R) and S = {N < [2 I 
b~-(N ) ~ G~ }. Thus both G 1 and G 2 , hence G = Gj ×G 2 , hence H, are 
coded by R, S where R c [2 × [2, S c_ ~.  
We have so far been working with a particular ~-generic u.f. H on 
(2'. If we consider instead of H, G, G t , G 2. F, R and S the elements 
H, G, ..., $ of $1 e' which denote H. G ~ ..... S under every choice of  H, 
then for every c ~ (2' we have c =It~ ~ HII and it is re~sonable by *he 
above to suppose that !1~ ~ HII can be obtained by -~ ~', A e', V e' from 
the elements II(M,N) ~ RII, I1,( t ~ SII (M,N< ~2) of (2', so that these <~2 
elements generate ' .  
The precise proof is very simpl: now, b,~t we urge the reader to rdcall 
18, pp. 53-581 (especially Lemma 50 (p. 57), the notations of p.5t~ 
and Theorem 32), because they will be used repeatedly and without 
mention. Our basic B.a. is here O', and we let H (rather than G) denote 
1he canonical.generic u.f. in ~e,  "H"  varies on ~-generic u.f.'s on,(2', 
so that for every 11, i H (H) = H. We shall also use the fact that if 
c~. c 2 ~ (2' and (c~ ~ H i f fc  2 ~ H) for all H, then c z = c 2 (this foll6ws 
from the countability o f~) .  We shall write "~? '  ~ d)" for "11¢I, I  = I 
in ~e', , ,  and say that d) holds in ~.~e' ((p is any set theoretical statement 
with parameters from ~c' ) .  
Proceeding to the proof itself, choose G, G 1 , G2, F, R ,  S E ~e '  stlch 
! ~o BO that the fol,owing hold in ~ ' (we assume 1 ' ~ P~ ): 
G=HA (PIXP2),  
v 
GI = (Pl ~P I I (P l  ' I )~G) ,  
G2'= (P2 E/~2 I (l,.P2) E G) ,  
F = UG 2 , 
v 
R = ( (M.N31M,  N< ~2, F (M)E  F (N) ) ,  
S = {N< ~1 b(F (N) )~ G I ),  
where b = (b i I i ~ A). 
It is clear that for any H, if G ..... S are defined as above ther~ 
G = ill (G) .. . . .  S = i l l (S).  We now consider the following elemer, ts of C': 
rMN = II(M.NY~Rlt (M,N  < I2), 
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Sjv = II N ~ SII (N < I2) 
fNx = IIF(?~:) = ~ll (N < I2, x ~ A).  
Let (31 be the <~-subalgebra of (T generated by {rUN t M, N < 12 }, 
and let (32 be the <,~-subalgebra of  (3' generated by {rMNt l t i ,N< 12} U 
{S N I N < ~ } (more precisely Cd" and the families (r~4 N i M. N < ~2), 
(s N I N < f2> are in (3, and ~l ,  (32 are specified by the above definitions 
in'Y/). By proving that e 2 = (3' we shall complete the proof of (ll). 
First we prove that fNx ~ (3! for all N < $2, x ~ A. We have seen be- 
fore how to reconstract F from R, and since in that discussion H was 
arbitrary it is clear that for any x ~ A, N< I2: 
y~x :,~x M JM), ) 
(here A, V, A, ~ are the operations cf (3'). [Show this by proving that 
the left-hand side ~ H iff the right-hand side E H, tk)r aily tt. 1 It Ibllow; 
by ~-induction on x (~ A) that IIF(?~ r) = ,I'll =-/Jvx ~ ~! for all N < I2. 
Now consider any P2 ~ P2 and put N O = dom(P2 ): 
- -  . v  ~e 
11/32 E G 211 = 11/32 c Fli = A 1132(N) = f(/~/)ll 
N<N o 
= A :~v,p~(N)" 
N<N o 
Thus tt/3 2 ~ G 2 II ~ ~- 1 for all P2 ~ P2" 
We shall now use S to get G 1 . Recall that b = (b i I i ~ A>, range(b) = 
q~0" Consider any ?,  E PI and choose i E A such that PI = bi = b(i). 
v OntO v l 
Since IIF' ~ ~ All = 1 we have: 
ll/31 E GII! = lib(7) E G l II 
I1( 3N < ~2) [i = F(N) & b(F(N)) E G 
!I(3N < I'2) [}: = F(N) & N E S] II 
l Ill 
= V(  Iv fNi A S N) (V = V e' A = ^ e'). 
SinceJ~vi ~ el  ~ e2 ands N ~ ~2 we see that II~l ~ G i II E C 2 for all 
Pl ~ P l ,  and by the above 1t~2 ~ G 2 II ~ Ci c e2 for all P2 E P2" Thus 
II(Pl' P2 ) E Gl] = []Pl E G 1 &/~2 E G 2 ][ E e 2 
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for all (Pl. P2 ) ~ Pl X P2" But ll(pl, P2 ) E GI] = II(p I . P2 ) ~ HII = (P l ,  P2 ) 
and thus Pl XP2 c_ e2" Since P1 × P2 is dense in e' ,  (32 = fg' and thus 
(?.' = [ {rMN I M, N < I2} 0 {s N I N< ~}1<7 
(this holds both in the real universe and in ~) ,  completing the proof of 
01L and of the whole theorem. ~2 
26.9. Remark. ( 1 ) The segment of the proof of (i~ in which it was :~hown 
that II/~ 2 ~ G 2 II ~ C 1 for ail P2 ~ P2 is actually (with trivial modifications) 
the proof that the B.a. RO(P 2) in which P2 is dense is <[2-generated. 
Similarly, the proof "~f (1) shows that RO(P 2 ) (which is isomorphic to 
RO(W) discussed near the end of § 25) is (<~2, <*o)-distributive (in § 2:5 
we have quoted this from [ 191 ). 
(2) Our proof of Kripke's theorem (the case I2 = ~0 of 26.1) has the 
fo!!owing in common with Kfipke's proof ([8, §191 ; the exposition ~n 
[I 21 eliminates the use of forcing in the proof, but does not char, L" 
the countably-generated B.a. itself): To prove that the theorem ho!(~s 
in ~ one finds a Cohen extension 9~ of ~ ,  obtained by adjoining tc 
a subset of, or relation on ~ (in our proof R ~ coX ~,  S c_ ~), such that 
m 92 there is an X-generic u.f. on the B.a. cB 0 ~ ~ which one wants :o 
embed. In Kripke's proof one makes the set of subsets of cB 0 which 
ha~,e ajoin in q~0 and belong to ~ countable in 92, and then uses tLe 
P, asiowa-Sikorski Lemma in ~t. Thus if Iq~01 = Ic in ~ one needs the 
collapsing (~ 0, 2~ ) B.a. In our proof wc collapse only K itself to ~ 0, 
but at the same time add an ~l-generic u.f. on q~o directly. Thus our 
procedure is more "economic", in a sense which can be made precise 
by cardinatity estimates~ 
There is another Knpke-type theorem in the literature, namely the 
theorem of [I 5, 2.3], whose proof seems to be motivated by a similar 
argument, except hat instead of our simultaneous adjunction to ~ of 
N-generic filters G~ on Pl and G 2 on /2 ,  one needs there an iterated 
Cohen extension (as studied in [241 ), so that the resulting B.a. is some- 
what more complex. 
We conclude this section by relating the B.a. e' described in 26.4 
(which is well-defined up to isomorphism given I2, A, q~o, (bil i E A)) 
with t/,,e B.a. e of cylindric functions tudied in § 21. Recall that, 
putting I¢ = (x I x • I2 --*/1 }, e is the subalgebra of q~W consisting of 
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the fi:nctions/j " W ~ cB 0 which depend on <~-coordinates. We will now 
prove that C' is isomorphic to the normal completion of  @ (assuming 
regular, A transitive, ~0 = {bi I i E A ) non-degenerate). 
Since 6' is complete it suffices to show that (3--- ~0} has a dense sub- 
poset isomorphic to PI × P2 (where P~ = cB o "- {0), say, and P2 is de- 
fined in 26 4). 
Recall from ~" § ,0  the functions ~)p.i I4 ) -, 930 (p E P2' i ~ A ) given by 
~,  { ;  i p~x '  (x~IV) .  
qJP'i'x) = otherwise, 
As s~aown there, (¢p.i I p ~ P~, i ~ A } is a dense subset of  c~. Theretbre 
it suffices to show that { dp,. i t p ~ P2 ' i ~ A~ Cp.i ~ 0}, partially ordered 
by <e,  is isomorphic toP  l ×P~. However, Cp,i ~ 3 i f fb  i ~ 0, and assum- 
ing b i ~ 0 "¢p.i <e "¢p:i' if (Vx'E W) [p C x ~ p' C. x & b i <~ b Z ] iff 
p ~- p' and b i ~ bi,. It follows immediately that the mapping Cv.; ~" (br p) 
(p E P2, i ~ A. b i =/: O) is wel!-detined and is an isomorphism between a
dense subset of ~ (0} andPl  xP2 (P~ = e0 ~ {(J} ~, completing the 
proof. 
A simple computation whictl we omit shows that not only is (2' iso- 
morpific to the normal completion of e, but in the natural isomorphism 
the <I2 generators MN, s N of  e' become the natural generators of 
(i.e., the cylindric fimctions corresponding to atomic tbrmulas). 
Since a regular sut'algebra of a (<I2, <~)-distributive B.a. is (<I2, <~)-  
distributive itself, we see that the B.a. C of § 21 and its dense subalgebras 
neeOed for Theorem 22.1 (it the case ~ = 12 at least) are (<$L <~)-  
distributive if tl,e ~r,tial B.a. ~0 (called there Q) is. This gives us the 
embedding theorem for (<~,  <~)-distributive B.a's with cardinality 
estimates, but we have no space for a detailed discussion of it. 
§ 27. Concluding remarks and an application 
The reader will notice that there are many elaborahons and details 
which we have left out mainly because they are rather similar to the 
case of B.a's discussed in detail in § 1-18. l-Ie may therefore wish to 
know which are the truly open questions or unexplored irections to 
which the present work leads. 
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One such direction is mentioned at the end of § 24, clarifying what 
happens to the relation -= between lattice terms when one considers a
class A of p.o.s's which does not satisfy assumption (1) of §24 and what 
can be said from the aspects we have been studying about free <to- 
complete p.o.s's etc. w.r.t, the class A (is there only one natural defini- 
tion of 5t<K(v) in such cases?) It is also not clear whether ¢-,me natural 
classes atisfy (I) or not. 
Another direction is that of finding which distributive laws are pre- 
served in the transition from O to ~2 ( §§20-2t ) .  This is not yet ,:om- 
pletely clear even for B.a's. 
Gr, e can a!so investigate which ether properties are preserved in the 
trans!tion from Q to C, and also ask what happens if one want embeddings 
in complete lzttices (or p.o.s's in general), when the class under con',;ider- 
ation is not closed under normal completions. 
Thts is only a smail sample of the variety of oroblems one can work 9n, 
and l cannot say at present which ones will prove the n~ ost fruitful. There 
are also other, less typically algebraic, aspects of the work which can lce 
deve!oped, like the provabiiity of embedding theorems in weak set 
theories, the realization of existence assertions by "computable" set 
functions and perhaps functorial aspects of the constructions. 
Here is an example of t1~e application of our work to models of weak 
set theories. We shall ass,ame acquaintance with the primitive-recursivc 
set-functions of [9], and call a set M prim.-rec, closed when it is closed 
under these functions. M is called locally countable (the term is due to 
M. Nadei) when each x ~zi M has a 1 - 1 mapping f into w such thr, t fE  M. 
By a special B.t. we mea~l a Boolean term supported by ~o (i.e., on the 
variables Pn' n < ¢o). 
27.1. Theorem. Let M be a prim.-rec, closed set satisfying the ]bllowing 
condition: l f  Cp is a special B.t., (~ E M and ~ has a Boolean model in M 
(i.e., there is a valuation (~,  ~ ~ M in which 4~ is defined and II~bll > 0), 
then ?p has a t',¢o-valued model in M (i.e., there is a vah¢ation as above 
with c~ = : = the two element B.a. {0 < 1 }). Then M is locally countable. 
27.2. Remark. Conversely, ifM is prim.-rec, closed and locally countable, 
then M (is transitive ~d)  satisfies the above condition for all (not only 
special) B.t's, but the proof of this is easy by well-known methods and 
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not related to this work. Both 27.1 and its converse are part of a general 
study of infinitary !ogic on prim.-~'ec, losed sets, which we pursue else- 
where. 
Proof of Theorem 27.1 (out!ined). l fM consists only of finite sets it is 
clearly locally countable. Therefore assume to ~ M. Let a be any transi- 
tive non-empty set, a ~ M. Consider the predicate sentence 
¢)a = A (3u) ( r rx (u) )  
x~za 
(~'x being the locating formulas of 2.1). Denote Z = {o,, t n < co}. By 
the method of 5.3 extend Y0 = (Ca} to a set -r of formulas o that 
5.1(a), (~) hold fo rZ  and T. Define the relation ~, on Tby:  • z, ~ iff 
the formula q~ --, ~p is satistied in the model (a, e )  for all assignment 
(from its finitely many free variables into a). Form ~ = T/~, as in 5.1 
and note that since (a, ~) ~ Ca (by (2.2), the equivalence class [Ca ! is 
1 "~ and 1 ~ @ 0 ~. Now consider the B.t. o e = QE(~b a, Z) where Z = {o, t 
n < co) and QE isdefined in 12.1. In otherwords % = Ax~aVn< ~ x 
where the B.t's ~ x are defined in 12.3 putting I2 = to, qmn =Pomeon 
(m, n < ¢o). Def ine /as  in 12.2 and then by 12.2 Ilaatt e. t = [~a ] = 
I q~ =/: 0 q~. 
The next thing to notice is that all objects constructed thus far (~a' 
Z. T, ~-, B, ~ .  1) are members of  M because a, w ~ M and M is prim.-rec. 
closed. Also, o a is a B.t. on the variables q,,,z (m, n < to) and hence ,::an 
be made special in M by renami~lg its variables. Therefore, since o a has 
a Boolean-valued model ( q~,/) in M, it has a two-valued one (2, I 0) ~ M. 
Define f :  a ~ to by: f (x )  = smallest n < to such that 10 ~ ~ (10 m ~ is 
silort for: II~bll~,/o = I ). f i s  weli-defiiaed becau.~, • I 0 ~ AxE a Vn< ~ ~x, 
and f~ M by the closure properties ofM. A lsof  is l -1 because for 
x ~ y, I 0 I~ ~'x A r[v (see 13. t). Thus a is countable in M. 
Since a is an arbitrary transitive non-empty set in M, it is easy to 
conclt, de that M is locally countable. [] 
Similarly we could show that in the theorems of  Gaifman--Hales and 
Kripke as given in 5.5 and 5.8, the objects whose existence is asserted 
car, be obtained pdmitive-recursively from the given objects. Note that 
in tiffs context he syntactical approach of Ch. I, especially § 5 and § 12 
is more valuable than the apparently more elegant approach via ,,ylindric 
functic.ns which depends on the space I4/of all assignments. 
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Added in proof(June, 1975) 
(1) Since the completion of this paper Conjecture 5.7 has been proved. 
For the proof and related results ee [26a & bl. 
(2) Fcqowing the proof of 9.5 it is stated that the statement "if q~ is 
a complete (~0, < ~1 )-gmerated B.a., then CC(~ ) ~< g l "  is independent 
of ZFC. Here is a sketch of the proof: 
Ass-me Martin's axiom and 2 ~o > ~ 1. Let ,4 c_ 2 ~ , IA I = ~ 1 • By a 
lemma of Silver [ 15, § 2.51 every subset of A is G 8 relative to A, hence 
Borel relative to A. Thus the B.a. ~ of all subsets of A is generated in
the < ~l-sense by (bn ln  < t~) where b n = (x  E A Ix(n) = 1} for each n. 
q~ is a complete (~0 < ~1 )-generated B.a. with ~l disjoint elements. 
(3) The fact about weakly compact cardinals tated following Theorem 
9.6 has also been observed (independently) by Jech, and a proof can be 
lbund in [8a, p. 51. The question whether there exists a complete ~0" 
generated B.a. of cardinality g when x is strongly Mahlo but not weakly 
compact is, to the author's knowledge, ~till open. 
(4) In 14.2 it seems as if we are not proving the claim for all large 
enough g but only for all large enough K af cofinality -~ ts. However, if 
we let ~0 = min {Kits < cf(K), v ~ 2 < ~ j then a trivial modification of tLe 
proof shows that the conclusion holds for all g ~ go. The same remark 
applies to 16.6. 
(5) For further developments and applicationg af the ideas of § 18 see 
1261. All three works [25, 26, 26al have in fact grown from the present 
paper. 
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